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Story Idea?
If you have a news tip or have an idea lor a
story, call us between noon and 7 p.m.

372-6966
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LSU conference aims to
raise cultural awareness

□ The conference will
discuss the contributions
of Latinos to American
society.

Latinos have various cultures
and that Mexican Latinos and
Spanish Latinos are not the same.
"Latinos are all different cultures and spices," Vadillo said.
The conference will kick off at
9 a.m. in 101B Olscamp Hall r.nd
will be followed by the keynote
By BRANDI BARHITE
address of award-winning jourThe BC News
nalist, Barbara Fischkin.
Vadillo is one of the founders
Today the University takes another step towards complete di- of this annual event. He said this
versity at the fourth annual La- conference was started to send
the message that Latinos are part
tinos Issues Conference.
Titled 'The Inclusive Dis- of American society and that
course of the 21st Century," the they have certain needs that need
conference aims to recognize the to be addressed by both society
contributions of Latinos and and Latinos. He said he thinks
Latinos do not want to dwell on
raise a cultural awareness.
"This conference is a vehicle the past, but want to forge
through which we are trying to towards a better future together
share with the rest of the world as a true multicultural society.
Tim Marshall, secretary of the
that Latinos are an intricate part
of society," said Manny Vadillo, Latino Student Union and sophco-director of the conference. omore journalism major, said
"Latinos have made significant LSU has been involved with the
contributitions in the areas of conference from the beginning
politics, music, education and and each year one member
serves on the planning commitfilm."
Vadillo said Latinos are often tee.
Members of LSU will be volexcluded when discussing issues
of diversity. The conference will unteering at the conference.
aim to dispel the myth that all La- Marshall said the conference is
tinos are homogeneous. He said also striving to make people
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aware Latino students face many
of same issues as other students.
He said the conference will also
be an opportunity to allow for
people to understand the
different issues Latinos face.
"We want people to know that
Latino issues are American issues," Marshall said.
Vadillo said he wants to make
people aware that Puerto Ricans
are American citizens. He also
wants to make people aware that
all Latinos did not come to the
United States illegally. He said
"They didn't cross the border,
the border came to them." The
conference will be divided into
four sessions. After the keynote
speaker, the second session at
11:30 a.m. will be held at the Joe
E. Brown Theater, focusing on
the performing arts and featuring multimedia performance artists Guillermo Gomez-Pena and
Robert Sifuentes. Marshall said
these men are currently two of
the hottest people in perform• See LATINO, page four.

Honorary degree presentation
concludes 25th anniversary
□ A doctor of sciences
degree will be presented
tonight to Bernadine
Healy for achievements
in the field of medicine.
By PAULA M0T0LIK
The BG News
In conclusion to the 25th anniversary celebration of the College of Health and Human Services, an honorary degree will be
presented tonight at a dinner
honoring the founders of the college.
Bernadine Healy will be receiving an honorary doctor of
sciences degree from the University in recognition of her
accomplishments in the
medical field.
According to
Clyde Willis,
dean of the college, Healy was
nominated for
the honorary
Mealy
degree five
years ago, but was unable to
come to the University to receive

"When discussing the 25th Anniversary Celebration, it seemed
like an appropriate time to present the honorary degree since
she had been approved previously," Willis said. Healy is
currently the dean of the College
of Medicine and Public Health,
and a professor of medicine at
Ohio State University. However,
her list of accomplishments is
extensive. Healy is also known
for her work as:
■ The immediate past director
of the National Institutes of
Health, which was a positon appointed by former President
Bush.
■ A medical consultant and
commentator for CBS News.
■ Author of the book "A New
Prescription for Women's
Health: Getting the Best Medical
Care in a Man's World."
■ Deputy director of the Office of Science and Technology
Policy at the White House during
the Reagan adminst rat ion.
■ Former chair of the Ohio
council on Research and Economic Development.
Healy is also a member of the
board of trustees for the Battelle

Campus
Memorial Institute in Columbus,
and of the board of overseers of
Harvard College.
"We are tickled that Healy has
accepted the offer to receive the
honorary degree," said Barb
Keeley, director of program advisement for the college.
Both Keeley and Willis expressed their excitement about
Healy accepting the award.
"She has done so much for
women in regards to accomplishing research," Keeley said.
Healy will serve as the keynote
speaker during the Founders
Dinner at 5:30 p.m. In the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom. In Olscamp
Hall at 7:30 p.m., she will be presented with the honorary degree.
The Founders Dinner and presentation of the honorary degree
will highlight and conclude the
events planned for the 25th Anniversary Celebration.
"Healy is the leading authority
in women's health," Willis said.
"She has held positions where
she is the only women to have
held the position."

BG Newt Photo by Jeremy Martin

Senior art major Gretchen Genzman uses an air hammer to chip away at her sculpture. Art classes
often use power tools like this one to create works of art out of stone.

Sexual assault survivor shares experiences of victimization
□ Katie Koestner says
that men and women
together must take a
stand against sexual assault.

BG News Photo by Jaion Suggf

Katie Koestner speaks to students and community members about her
experience with acquaintance rape.

I

that in order to stop victimization
from happening, everyone needs
to increase the lines of communication, have greater respect and
take greater responsibility.
With the program titled "He
Said...She Said," Koestner told
the crowd of about 150 that she
By SARAH BEDNARSKI
didn't plan on being there, but the
The BC News
night she was raped changed her
future forever.
Telling her story of acquainKoestner said Peter, the man
tance rape with the hopes that who raped her, was a nice, popustudents will learn from it and lar student at school and she
not become victims themselves, liked him a lot. She was only in
sexual assault survivor Katie college three weeks when her asKoestner spoke at Anderson sault occured.
Arena, Wednesday.
"Rape Is wrong," Kostner said.
Koestner, an undergraduate at "(Rape) isn't a statistic. We have
William and Mary College when faces."
In addition to her assault,
she was date raped, told students

Speaker
Koestner was victimized two additional times by the lack of help
she received. When she contacted the administration and district
attorney's office, they failed to
give the services, support and
medical attention she needed.
According to Koestner, she
was also victimized when those
officials attempted to discourage
her from filing a report or pressing charges.
"When I went to the health
center for help, the nurse there
gave me a sleeping pill and told
me to sleep it off and come back
later In the week for a pregnancy

test," she said.
Koestner said her goal wasn't
to go and get media attention, but
rather to change the policies and
procedures at her college. She
said she wanted to make a difference so it wouldn't happen to
anyone else.
"I wanted to show that this is a
crime and this does happen," she
said. To help her in her crusade,
Koestner contacted the local
paper to enlist help. She said
from there, larger newspapers
and television stations started to
spread her story.
"I was different in that I told
them I wanted them to use my
name," she said. "My mission
• See SURVIVE, page six.
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Classic rock off campus now!
What's more irritating about eating at Founders, the
buzzing of their misused alarm system or the classic rock
radio that sits Bob Seger right down at your table and
ruins your dinner?
Choosing music played in dining halls is not a matter
of taste or quality. It Is a symbol of BG's failure to support its own local cultural institutions.
This is not The News' first attempt to sell our campus
radio stations to you. But let's review and sell It directly
to those who control the airwaves around campus.
WFAL (680 AM) is a popular commercial radio station,
with professional student disc Jockey's and an ambitious
modern rock playllst ... The music is cutting edge and
would expose students not to the same old Top 40 pop
or cumbersome alternative songs, but to new sounds that
truly reflect the age of popular music we live in. WFAL
does not exclude popular music. It just compliments it
with up and coming artists.
WBGU (88.1FM) dives further Into progressive territory,
but for good reason. It is the only source of free music
that covers Jazz, underground and local rock, techno, hihop. folk, world, blues, etc... It Is also the home of an
award-winning sports department and radio news.
Despite the diverse lineup, programming is not so complicated. Jazz sounds good for breakfast, for example. If
your dishwasher can't stand indie rock in the afternoons,
or techno and hip-hop at night, then turn on WFAL!
Don't sell out your friends for the Instant gratification of
hearing Celine Dion one more time.
Giving the chance, students on campus would be
impressed with the hard work their friends in radio do.
Whether their goal is to be an on-alr personality or Just
to expose you to new music, they volunteer their time for
love of the craft. New exposure would increase listenership in BGSU's stations and instill a sense of pride that
only makes them better station. They deserve a fair listen. And our campus can help by turning the dials left.
Penny Brown

Tony Cavallario
Tom Denk
Eric Kuebler
Dawn Chrise
Denise Domanski
Ryan Johnson
Stephanie Schneider

.. .Special Projects Editor
.. Assistant Opinion Editor
.. .Assistant Entertainment Editors
.. .Assistant Copy Chiefs
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Poor people are people too
A teacher asks her third
grade student in the South
Bronx. "What do you want to be
in five years?" The child stops
working on the assignment,
thinks for a minute, and then
simply replies. "Alive." The startled teacher then asks where the
student would like to be In ten
years. While painting a sunny
playground, the child continues
leading the brush across the
paper and softly answers.
"Anywhere but a cemetery or a
Jail cell."
For years in this country,
people living in poverty ("poor
people") have been unjustly
dying at alarming rates, unjustly
struggling Just to survive in helllike conditions, and unjustly
sent to prison. Their children
have unjustly lost hope. lost
family members and friends,
and lost a safe place to play at
way too early an age. Poor people have been unjustly oeaten
and harrassed and disrespected
by police, unjustly ignored and
screwed by politicians and large
greedy corporations, unjustly
misrepresented and exploited by
the media, and unjustly ignored
and laughed at by mainstream
America. — And today it is
worse than it ever has been.
This is reality and this is the
truth, which means that this is
actually happening every year,
every day. every minute, every
second to millions of real, normal human beings (Just like me
and you). No matter how much
we chose to ignore it. deny it. or
disbelieve it. one thing stays the
same: this is reality - in our
world, in the United States, and
in every city. And the one thing
that is missing from this entire
reality: JUSTICE.

You need to ask yourself if
you really know what is going
on in this country. Do you base
your understanding of reality
upon what the media, your middle-class friends, and your parents tell you while sitting in
your segregated (white) middleclass) neighborhood? You may
be from the middle class bubble
like most of us on this campus.
This Is not a fantasy land of
television and movies - come
back to reality. Real people and
real life, not actors have created
these very situations at hand.
However, if you base your
understanding of reality on what
is actually happening every day
to real individuals, then you
probably realize and understand
that the reality within the ghettoes across America and within
every other poor neighborhood is
one of the most appalling, intolerable, inhumane, greed-driven,
frustrating, and depressing
human realities that we have
ever seen.
For those readers who are
wondering why I have the credibility or the nerve to say such
things, it is because I have seen
this reality with my own eyes. I
have lived in the South Bronx
("the poorest congressional dis-

True Collegiates

trict in the country") for two
weeks with a class that is
taught here at Bowling Green.
Each Spring Break, a group
of about 25 people from BG. led
by William Thompson, head to
the Bronx and live with members of the community in the
heart of "the ghetto." This is too
much to include here. But to
summarize, everything that poor
people have been trying to tell
us for years is... guess what...
the truth.
Yes, they are normal. There
are grandmas and grandpas,
they have dogs, they do play,
they do work, they do have families and friends, they do go to
school, they do worship. They
are intelligent and creative, they
are loving and caring, they do
read. They do strive to live normal, human lives Just like you
and me.
However, since they live in
the South Bronx and are black
or Puerto Rlcan. here is what
else they really get to do: they
are forced to breathe
polluted/unhealthy air (due to
environmental racism), they do
get harrassed and beaten by
police overseers.. I mean., officers, they do have the opportunity to end up dead or in Jail
before turning 25. They do get
to live with more friends and
family struggling with AIDS,
they do get to be ignored and
exploited and laughed at. they
do get to be arrested for
absolutely ridiculous things (my
friend was arrested for trespassing on his own property: true),
they do get to be screwed and
sent into deeper poverty by
every policy and law passed by
our wonderful government.
They do get to look forward to

laying out their fears, pains, and
lives only to hear in reply from
mainstream America. "Get a
Job." Oh. and they do get to
look forward to things only getting worse.
If you don't believe It. we have
the statistics, the tears, the
funerals, the stories, the blood,
the videotape, the neighborhoods, the true history to prove
It. Poor people have been telling
us this for years! But no more!
Justice is needed now.
Listen to and believe what
real people who are living and
dying under these real-life conditions are telling you. This
bulls-t crosses all races, all
states, all cities, all religions, all
people. Open up your eyes and
open up your heart. Search out
and make friends with someone
who is poor. Learn from,
respect, and spend time with
those in poverty. Break out of
the bubble we have been forced
to grow up In - it is suffocating
this entire nation. Talk to the
homeless man on the street
instead of Just giving him a
quarter. Research and discover
our country's true history.
Question everything. Look
beyond the half-truths and lies.
Learn from and embrace those
who have wisdom and Insight In
this struggle. We. as human
beings need to Join together and
be willing to struggle and die
with poor people until WE ALL
achieve a reality ruled by true
Justice, true equality, and one
love. Come Join the struggle.
Eric Kampel Is a guest columnist for the Neva. Reach him at
kampele@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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Who cares about what you wear?
So. the other day I dressed
up; nothing real fancy like a
suit, mind you.
Just your average tie. button
up. and non-Jean pants.
Suitable for an interview, as was
the occasion. I also had a meeting at work before the interview.
So sets the stage for my
encounter at work.
I stroll in a little early and
walk up to the counter to get
something to drink and say
hello. My problem was only
with this one guy and one girl;
let's call them Paul and Amy. I
approached Amy first with a
friendly greeting and anything
but friendly was returned to me.
She had this confused look on
her face and she was staring at
my shirt. She asked me what
those vertical lines were on my
shirt.
Then, she answered her own
rhetorical question with a
pathetic attempt at sarcasm. Of
course there were stripes in my
shirt; little blue and purple lines
as she had first labeled them.
Then she starts laughing and
asks me why in the world I am
wearing that shirt. Surely, It
must be a Joke or a profound
statement that I am trying to
make. No one wears button-up
shirts that have stripes.
Apparently, I'm on the bottom of
the fashion food chain.

f

v

To better understand the situation: allow me to give you
some background on her. She
believes she Is runway model
material and she is an aspiring
actress. In effect, what she was
doing was pointing her nose up
high and degrading me personally. I had a high school flashback right then.
I had figured that once you
are in your mid-20's. as Amy Is,
you are grown up enough to
allow people their own sense of
style and comfort.
As 1 am pondering her condescending reaction to me I look
over and Paul Is also laughing
uncontrollably. I ask him what
he is laughing at but he can't
seem to speak. It was then
pretty apparent that he followed
the same fashion code as our
friend Amy. Then I think back
as to why Paul might be thumb-

ing his nose at me also. I
recalled Just a week or so ago,
he made a comment about a
suit he had. He had said something to the effect that he couldn't come into McDonald's with
his $300 dollar suit because he
might get something on it. In
essence he was bragging about
a $300 suit that somehow made
him better than all of his coworkers at McD's.
Bragging about a $300 suit
is like bragging about running a
12-minute mile. I could walk a
12-minute mile Just about as
well as I could squeeze a $300
suit into my wardrobe. I also
remembered him talking proudly of his friends whose parents
are millionaires as if his friends
are better than mine.
Of everyone else I talked to
before and after the meeting, no
one had a problem with my
attire. So. 1 ask why did these
two people go out of
their way to expound on a
greater-than-thou attitude?
Isn't It Important that people
are different in appearance?
I see a guy around campus
who Is quite unique. He wears
all black Including black eyeshadow. He has various pins
and chains attached to his
clothes and body and he Is bald
and shaven except for a 6 Inch
goatee. I would never choose to

look like that, but I admire this
man. He has decided that he
will dress as he is comfortable
regardless of what other people
think. He should be commended for his uniqueness, for what
he brings to the table.
Imagine a world where everyone wears the same clothes and
eats the same food and drives
the same cars. It would be a
Irving hell.
The existence of difference is
essential. Amy and Paul work at
McDonald's and. as of yet.
haven't distinguished themselves as better than you or I.
Despite this though, they look
down on people who don't fit
their fashion mold.
My point is to that people are
different, but different isn't bad.
Sure, you can have your opinions of other people, but to
degrade them because of something as stupid their wardrobe
or style of dress is pointless and
anti-productive.
We need to embrace diversity
and not alienate it. It starts with
something as simple as accepting different styles.
Rob Searfoss Is a weekly
columnist fir The News. Usually
his socks don't match, but that
doesn't make htm less of a man.
He can be reached at
rseorjoQbgnet. bgsu.edu.
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
Today's Question: "What's your opinion of Bowling Green's water quality?"
THE
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This isn't a movie they're making. this is real life.
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Joe Taksel
spokesman for Animal Rights Foundation of Florida about animal deaths at Disney

David Morgan
Senior
Int'l Business

Valerie Edwards
Junior
D»C

Jason Celce
Senior
MIS

Allison Sapp
Junior
Biology

Riann Hockenberry
Sophomore
Astrology

"I wouldn't swim In
It.

They need lo do
something about
the pesticides and
clean It up for the
students."

"I never drink It. I
drink bottled
water."

"If it makes your
gums erode. It can't
be good for your
insides."

"What water
quality?"

CM an idea for • "People on the Street" question? K mail u. at "b(new*«>bfnet.bfni".

THURSDAY THRILLS
UPCOMING EVENTS

Under President
Clinton's new school
reform plan, elementary students would
be allowed to have
entertainment during
their lunch break.

"Upcoming Event!" i- a wrvicc lo our reader* borrowed daily via the University web page. The calendar of
eventa on tbe web page has a more coaiplete lilting of event* and can be accessed through "www.bgBu.rdu".

Thursday, 4/9/98
Response to Sexual Assault:
Everyone's Responsibility (8:30
a.m. ■ 10:30 a.m.)
Community Suite, Student Union.
Featuring distinguished faculty, staff
and community members, with keynote
by Brelt Sokolow. J.D. - "Campus
Sexual Assault Laws: What Colleges
Always Miss.' For more information,
contact: Betty Yarris. 372-2081.

4th Annual Latino Issues
Conference (9 a.m.)
101b Olscamp Hall. We believe input
from different perspectives Is the key to
approaching the multitude of issues surrounding Latinos In the USA. and highly
value the contribution of non-Latinos for
sharing their views with us. We invite you
to Join us in our educational Journey as we continue to edify a less
exclusive universe of discourse.
Free of charge and open lo Ihc
Cubllc, please contact the BGSU
lulfiruit-.-al and Academic
Initiatives Center at 372-2642 for
more information.
Desktop Skills for BGSU
Personnel - Mac (9 a.m. Noon)
Hayes Hall. Room 127.
Designed specifically for
BGSU personnel,
this class will
familiarize you
with the functionality provided by a networked computer. Focus on file
management, word
processing and
spreadsheets. Free.
For more information, call Continuing
Education,
372-8181.

VISION dance ticket sales (10 a.m.
- 3 p.m.)
Math and Science.

Men's Tennis hosts Youngstown
State (11 a.m.)
Keefe Courts. BG hosts the Penguins
in the first of two non-league matches
today at the Falcons' Keefe Courts

NAACP Springfest Ticket Sales (11
a.m. - 3 p.m.)
Union Foyer.
Spring Festival Ticket Sales (11

a.m. - 4 p.m.)

Education steps. Sponsored by
National Pan-Hellenic Council

El Mextenninator: An Interactive
Diorama (11:30 a.m.)
Joe E. Brown Theater. The diorama
will parody an end-of-ihe-century
Techno-Museum of Ethnography." incorporating several "ethno-cyborgs" reflective
of America's problematic relationship with
cultural otherness in the 90's. The diorama is a living display thai alternates
between intense audience interactions
and quieter moments of tableau. Please
call the Institute for the Study of Culture
and Society at 372-0585 for more information.
Bassoonist Barrick Stees (cq) (12:30

p.m.)

Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center. BGSU will present a guest
artist recital. Assisting, will be pianist
Karen Beres. The program will include
works by Ludwig van Beethoven.
Eugene Bozza. Anatoli Arensky
and Francois Devienne.
Barrick is an associate
professor at Michigan
State University. Free.

Thesis
Exhibitions (10
a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Dorothy Uber
Bryan and Willard
Wankelman Galleries,
Fine Arts Center. Graduate
and undergraduate student
thesis exhibitions are on display.
Free.

Overview of
Computer Services
(2:30p.m.)
103 Olscamp Hall.
Part of GCPDP On-going
Program. Overview of the
various mainframe, microcomputer, and network
resources currently available
for use by graduate students.
Emphasis on Doth facilities and
services. Presented by Duane
Whitmire. Computer Help Center
Anaryst.Open to all.

Jewelry Sale (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)

Men's Tennis hosts Butler (3 p.m.)

Union Mall. UAO is sponsoring this
sale by Jim Goyt.

Sexual Assault Awareness Month
Information (10 a.m. - 2 p.m.)
Union Foyer.

Thursday Thrills is just
that - just for thrills.
Please do not take it
seriously. We're trying
to have a good time
here. Have a fun dayl

TODAY'S
WEATHER

OHIO Weather
Thursday, April 9
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures
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Study Abroad Informational
Session (4 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.)
1103 Offenhauer West. Session to
learn about the many overseas study
programs available to BGSU students.
The procedures that must be followed in
order to study abroad will be discussed.

Youngstown | 52° |

Mansfield

PAGE THREE is intended as an irreverent look at
The University. We at The BG Newt consider it an
offbeat page where we try to offer something for everybody. Opinions expressed herein are solely thorn of
our staff. Have a nice day.
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4th Annual Latino Issues Conference
"The Inclusive Discourse of the 21st Century"
TODAY, April 9, 1998
CONGRATULATIONS SIGMA KAPPA'S
FOR THEIR HARD WORK ON DANCE
MARATHONI
'Assistant Director (Planning)- Julianne Patterson
' Public Relations Chair- Caroline Kramer
Dancers Andrea Graves. Amy NutlaH, Kelley Zlnn,
Staci Bishop, Susie Sheffield, Jenny Hiser
DOR- Sheila Szabo. Hope Beals
Morale Captain- Carrie Siljander
Finance Committee- Jordan Oultie, Melissa Musko
Dancer Relations Committee- Becky Burdysnaw
Special Promotions Committee- Missy Licause.
Gretchen Strauss
Catering Committee- Natalie Cowan, Kate Naymk
Communications Committee- Knsten Pengelly
Public Relations Committee- Jen Parker,
Gail vdrhees. Sara Gngsby,
Leslie Nadeau, Kathy Ingersoli,
Julie McCann
Moralers Kasey Heminger, Kris Balasubramanian.
Kelly Schindler. Kelli Janes. Lesley Nadeau
Denise Franklin. Amy Black. Cathy Jenzen

•Read ttie EG News
Every Day!
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We believe input from different perspectives is the key to approaching the multitude of issues surrounding
Latinos in the USA, and highly value the contribution of non-Latinos for sharing their views with us. We invite
you to join us in our educational journey as we continue to edify a less exclusive universe of discourse.
-Latino Issues Conference Committee
Check in and Continental Breakfast: 9:00-9:45a.m. 101B Olscamp Hall
Opening Remarks: 9:50-10:00 a.m.
Dr. Steven Richardson, Dean of Undergraduate Studies, BGSU

Session |; 1v;00-n-15fi,m.
101B Olscamp Hall Introduction by: Gablel Marquez,
President, Latino Student Union, BGSU Keynote Speaker:
Barbara Fischkin, New York University, Journalist/AuthorWinner of the 1986 Livingston Award tor International Reporting,
"Carnpo and Shtetl: Why and how the Daughter of European
Immigrants Wrote About a Dominican Family in New York'
Seaakm II: 11:30a.m.-1:00p.m.
Joe E. Brown Theater, University Hall Latinos in the
Performing arts Introduction by: Dr. Lisa Wolford, Theater
Department, BGSU Performers: Guillermo Gomez-Pena and
Roberto Sifuentes, "El Mexterminator : An Interactive
Diorama Performance" - Multimedia performance artists,
authors, and social/cultural critics.
Lunch Break: 1:00-2:0Op.m.
101B Olscamp Hall
'"Tacos Galore Buffet"* Cost $6 or bursarable for BGSU faculty, staff, and students.

Session III: 2:15-3:15 p.m.
101B Olscamp Hall Latinos in Politics Panel Discussion
Moderator: Dr. Shirley Jackson, Department of Ethnic Studies.
BGSU Panelists: Pamela Boehm. BGSU, 'Migrant Workers in
Ohio' Julio Cesar Guerrero.Labor Studies Center in the Labor
and Industrial Relations Institute, University of Michigan, "Latinos
in Labor' Mike Ferner, Farm Labor Organizing Committee
(FLOC), "Latinos in Toledo City Politics: 1987-93"
Session IV: 3:30-5:00p.m.
101B Olscamp Hall Latinos in Literature Panel Discussion
Moderator: Gregory Ross, Rackman Merit Fellow, University of
Michigan Panelists: Virgil Suarez, University of Florida, The
Boom in Latino Literature: Personal Perspectives' Rane Arroyo,
University of Toledo, 'Masks in the Mirror: The Future of Latino
Poetry "Mauricio Almonte, BGSU, "Nuyorican Poets' Cafe'
Dinner Break: 5:0O-7:0Op.m.
At this time you are free to dine on or off campus at any of
Bowling Green's eating establishments.
Evening Theatrical Performance: 7:00p.m. & 9:00p.m.,
"Peripheral Shoes,"
Directed by: Al Gerschutz, BGSU; Amani Room
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WIRE WATCH
News
Digest
compiled from wire reports
■ POPSTAR

George Michael suspected of committing lewd
act
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. - Pop star George Michael, the
British-born heartthrob whose hit songs include the too-hot-forradio "I Want Your Sex," was arrested on suspicion of committing a lewd act in a park restroom.
The 34-year-old singer was alone in a restroom in Will Rogers
Park when an undercover officer saw him commit the act Tuesday, police Lt. Edward Kreins said. Kreins would not identify the
act and said only that Michael did not proposition the officer.
The park, on Sunset Boulevard across from the Beverly Hills
Hotel, has a reputation as a homosexual cruising ground.
Michael was handcuffed, taken to the police station and
booked for investigation of misdemeanor lewd conduct. He was
released on $500 bail.
Michael's manager in London, Andy Stevens, did not immediately return a call Wednesday. His publicity agency had no
comment.
Michael was one of Princess Diana's favorite singers and attended her funeral in September. He and Andrew Ridgeley shot
to stardom in the 1980s as the duo Wham! Their hits included
"Wake Me Up Before You Go-Go."
After the duo split up in 1986, Michael went solo. His debut
solo album, "Faith," sold more than 10 million copies. A 1987
single, "I Want Your Sex," topped the charts even though many
U.S. radio stations refused to air it.
The arresting officers did not immediately recognize Michael,
who initially gave his real name, Georgios Kyriacos Panayiotou,
and only later identified himself as singer George Michael,
Kreins said.
Kreins said complaints of lewd conduct at the park prompted a
police crackdown. On the day of Michael's arrest, another man
was arrested for investigation of lewd conduct at the same restroom, the lieutenant said.
■ CONCERT

Mandela plans to watch Diana Ross perform
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa - Diana Ross, in town to open
a new auditorium, strolled arm-in-arm with President Nelson
Mandela on Wednesday.
The singer will hold one concert here Thursday, with Mandela
in attendance.
"I hardly go to music concerts, but tomorrow I will be going to
her concert," he told reporters. He was rewarded with a kiss on
the cheek and a hug from his guest.
"I have been wondering if she would be humiliated to visit an
old man like me," said the 79-year-old president, drawing a laugh
from Ross.
"I'm moved to tears," she responded.
■ NOISE

R. Kelly refused to lower his car stereo volume

Editor-in-Chief
Darla Warnock '■■
372-6966

Detroit mayor defends casino plans
The Associated Press

DETROIT - A $1.8 billion plan
to bring casino gambling to Detroit and revitalize its economy
has come under fire from those
who say the black mayor of this
overwhelmingly black city is giving away the store to outside
white interests.
The City Council is expected to
vote Thursday on Mayor Dennis
Archer's plan to make Detroit the
largest city in the country with
legalized gambling. Archer has
given the nine-member council a
Friday deadline to pass the plan
or risk torpedoing the project,
which promises 11,000 full-time
jobs and tens of millions of dollars in tax revenue for the struggling city of 1 million people.
"Detroit cannot continue to be
a boom-or-bust economy," Archer told the council Tuesday.
"There is no other economic development initiative that provides that kind of opportunity."
He said the timetable to present a plan to the Michigan
Gaming Control Board is "extremely tight" and a failure to act
this week would endanger financing and embolden casino opponents statewide.
Some of those opponents fear
casinos will breed crime and feed
gambling addictions, while oth-

ers object to putting the casinos
so close to precious waterfront
property. The proposed 57-acre
site is in a warehouse district
near downtown on the Detroit
River.
But race has emerged as the
most contentious issue.
Detroit's second black mayor
has faced accusations that he is
ignoring the needs of black residents, who make up 80 percent of
the city's population.
They fault Archer for passing
over black applicants in awarding all three available casino
franchises to the MGM Grand,
Atwater/Circus Circus and
Greektown/Chippewa Indians
groups.
"Imagine a city that's 80 percent white and a white mayor and
80 percent white council chose
three African-American casinos
for their city," former Rep. Barbara-Rose Collins said at a council hearing. "Can you imagine
that in these United States?"
Businessman Don Barden, a
former cable TV magnate whose
casino application was one of
those rejected, was blunter. In
remarks at a church Friday, Barden called Archer "a miseducated Negro," adding, "We've
got to get that sucker out of office," the Detroit Free Press reported.

Archer pointed out that blacks
and Indians together hold a
majority stake in the Greektown
casino group, and blacks are
guaranteed a big piece of the action when it comes to contracts
and hiring.
"Making one AfricanAmerican richer does not constitute black empowerment," Archer said.
A ballot initiative in August
seeks to force the city to create a
black-owned casino.

As evidence that he is looking
out for all of the city's residents.
Archer points to estimates that
casinos will generate $130 million in gambling tax revenue and
$50 million in property taxes and
become the city's sixth-largest
employer, just behind General
Motors Corp.
This isn't the first time the
mayor's black credentials iiave
"There is a real opportunity
been questioned.
just given the sheer number of
people that live in the Detroit
A former state Supreme Court metropolitan area and within a
justice, Archer won election by three-hour drive," he said.
promising to build bridges to the
But it is race, rather than the
city's mostly white suburbs, in potential windfall, that is creatcontrast to the confrontational ing sharp divisions among city
style of his predecessor, the late leaders - divisions that could
Coleman Young.
take a long time to heal. "I hope
Gambling would give a boost to that they can get along after
a city that has been on a 40-year this," said political analyst Mario
slide. Since the late 1950s, most Morrow.
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Disney investigated in animal deaths
The Associated Press

ORLANDO, Fla - Disney,
which produced "Bambi" and
"The Lion King," is being scrutinized over the deaths of several
animals at its newest theme park.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture is Investigating Walt
Disney World in the deaths of
four cheetah cubs, two rhinos,
two hippos and four other creatures at or en route to the entertainment giant's new Animal
Kingdom.
"This Isnt a movie they're
making, this is real life," said Joe
Taksel, a spokesman for the
Animal Rights Foundation of
Florida.
Taksel's group plans a protest
at the April 22 opening of the
park.
USDA spokesman Jim Rogers

CHICAGO - R. Kelly's upcoming album may be Grammywinning material, but it was loud Grammy-winning material to
police.
The rhythm and blues star, whose "I Believe I Can Fly" is an
anthem for the ambitious, refused to lower the volume on his car
stereo Monday and was cited for violating the city's strict noise
ordinance.

Continued from page one.

The singer, who doesn't use his first name (Robert) professionally, was arrested on disorderly conduct charges when he
became verbally abusive. He posted $75 in bond and was
released. A hearing was scheduled for May 7.
Kelly, who won three Grammys this year, was playing a demo
tape of a new album when he ran afoul of the law.
"I think this is absolutely ridiculous," said Wayne Williams, a
vice president at Kelly's label, Jive Records.

ance study.
Later in the day, a panel discussion on Latinos in politics will
be held and the final session will
be a discussion of Latinos in literature. Mauricio Almonte, University graduate student said the

said the investigation was started
after the agency received an
anonymous tip, but he wouldn't
say what inspectors are looking
for.
The USDA, which has the
power to fine an animal exhibitor
or take away its license, had previously reviewed most of the
deaths and found no violations of
federal animal welfare regulations.
Disney officials said Wednesday they've done nothing wrong.
"We know that our animals
receive the best care, live In a
superior habitat and are cared
for by a highly qualified and dedicated team of animal care experts," said Disney spokesman
BUI Warren.
Top conservation groups, including Wildlife Conservation
Society, are behind the project.

State regulators also cleared the
park this week In the deaths.
"Certainly 12 animals dying is
a concern, but then again you
need to look at the circumstances
and none of these circumstances
were related," said Capt. Jerry
Thompson, statewide Inspections
coordinator for the Florida Game
and Fresh Water Fish Commission. "The way they died was not
unusual for captive wildlife."
Last September, a female black
rhinoceros died from a perforated intestine caused by a stick
the animal had eaten. Disney said
the animal ate the stick before
coming to Animal Kingdom.
The four cheetahs died in late
December of kidney failure; ethylene, an ingredient used in antifreeze and solvents, was found in
their systems. Disney said the
cubs had only been at Animal

panel will be speaking about the
New York Rican Cafe, a group of
Latinos who write poems and
other forms of literature. Almonte said not only should more
attention be paid to Latino literature, but more attention should
be paid to all literature.
The conference will wrap up

with the performance "Peri- race and ethnicity more inclupheral Shoes" in the Amanl Room sive.
of Commons Dining Hall at 9 p.m.
"The Latino Conference is a
chance to raise awareness on LaVadillo said the University and tino issues." Vadillo said.
the community have been very
supportive of the conference and
The conference is free, except
he said they have made a genuine for lunch and dinner, and Is open
effort to make the discourse of to the public.

Kingdom for a few days.
A female hippopotamus died in
February from multiple Infections after being there for only a
few weeks. The Infections probably were caused earlier, Disney
said.
A 48-year-old hippopotamus
died of cardiac arrest in March
while it was being transported
from an Oklahoma City zoo to
Animal Kingdom. Also last
month, a white rhino died after
being anesthetized during an examination.
In late February and early
March, two West African crown
cranes were accidentally run
over by Disney tour trucks. Also
last month, two Asian smallclawed otters died after eating a
large quantity of seeds in loquat
fruit, which they don't usually
eat.
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Howard's Club M

SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S. Main
ATTENDANT ON DUTY 7 AM - 11 PM
Free Coffee and TV.
REGISTER for MONTHLY PRIZES
and FREE WASH coupons

of Detroit's jobs and nearly half
of its people have left, driven out
by the decline of the Big Three
automakers and the 1967 race
riots that killed 43 people and
caused $60 million in damage.
Supporters of bringing gambling to Detroit point across the
Canadian border to two casinos
in Windsor, Ontario, where business is booming and an expansion
already is in the works. Indian
tribes also have opened casinos
on reservations across northern
Michigan.
David Anders, an analyst with
Credit Suisse First Boston, said
that while he doesn't see Detroit
attracting national gamblers, like
Reno, Nev., or Las Vegas, the
Motor City could flourish by
drawing bettors from the local
area, much like Atlantic City,
N.J.

210 N. Main

Mon-Sat 2-2:30 am
Sun 5-2:30 am

352-9951

Thursday

NOW HIRING

Xing

Looking for a few outgoing
individuals! Summer availability a plus.
Applications available at Chi Chi's.

Friday & Saturday
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• Pool • Video Games • Electronic Darts • Pinba

FALL 1998
LEASING
AVAILABLE
LACROSSE SALE
BASKETBALL SALE
FOOTBALL SALE
ICE HOCKEY SALE

Now Accepting
Applications
> Fall 1998 BG News Editor
> Summer 1998 BG Neu><
> 1998-99 Gavel Ed/toi
> 1998-99 Key Yearbook Ed/tor
> 1998-99 Miscellany Editor
> 1998-99 Obsidian Editor
y**Application forms may be picked
up at 204 West Hall Deadline is Friday. /April 17, 5:00 pm

40%
35%
35%
25%

OFF
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GOLF SPECIAL
• Full Golf Club Set
$179.99
plus Free Putter
ot Sand Wedge

IM. FRATERNITY. SORORITY. CLUB. ETC.
CUSTOM GROUP APPAREL

From .

game. w<

Come see us at 1045 N. Main
(Next to Marcos)

Total Sport Source

353-3411
I

Mercer Manor
Apartments
One of BG's
Newest
Complexes
Features
•3 Bedrooms
•2 Full Baths
•Air Conditioning
•Fireplaces
•Microwaves

GUtlNMIA*. INC.

352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
Hours:
Monday-Friday
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m-1 p.m.
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Clinton favors funding schools over roads
Instructor takes
students to history
The Associated Press

Q James Comer recently took students to
Washington, Jamestown
and Richmond.
By Q.MICHAEL GRAHAM
Ttie BG News
Nothing is a better tool for
teaching than first-hand experience.
James Comer, a doctorate fellow at the University, decided
some of his students needed
some of that real-life training. He
took his History 206 class to rediscover some of that history.
Comer took six students to visit
Washington, D.C., Jamestown
and Williamsburg in Virginia recently as an extra credit field
trip.
He has gone to Jamestown
every year.
"I made It available to students
this year and last year," Comer
said. "I've had people go both
years. We had a really fun time
last year."
He has specific goals in mind
for his students.
"Seeing things and reading
about them in books is not the
same," Comer said. "I want students to be aware of the good and
bad of our nation's past."
Sam Rudinger, who is taking
the class, agreed.
"It's living history," Rudinger
said. "They can apply what they're learning."
One of the favorites of sightseer Mark Zabomey was the reenactment camps in Jamestown.
Re-enactments Included groups
from eras such as the World

Campus
Wars and medieval times. The
students were encouraged to ask
re-enactors questions about the
eras being performed.
The group stopped to learn
about the Varagian Guard. One
student. Matt Cain, even tried on
an old chain shirt.
One re-enactment was a battle
between the Germans and Russians during World War II.
"I found it interesting how the
people learned about an aspect of
history and re-enacted it," Zabomey said.
Before heading home, the crew
made a pitstop In Washington at
the Smithsonian Institute. There,
they saw the First Ladles exhibits.
"I liked seeing how the styles
have changed," said Unsay Navarre, a junior at Perrysburg
High School. "You got to see
them hands on."
Comer began taking students
on trips in 1989 and has done so
almost every year since then. He
has also taken students to Snake
Mound and Skip Mound in Chillicothe and Etowah in northern
Georgia.
His first trip was to see a reenactment in Maryland while
teaching at Appalachian State in
Boone, N.C. He also did other
school trips that year.
Other student participants included Kevin Mackey, an OSUMansfield student, and Laura
Lentz, a University student.
As of now, Coomer said he is
making plans to go to Chillicothe
one Saturday In April.

CHICAGO - President Clinton
ventured to the shuttered, raggedy classrooms of a South Side
Chicago school Wednesday to
turn the spotlight on congressional Republicans who he
said would finance roads instead
of schools.
Peering beyond the plastic yellow tape that cordoned off an old
fifth-grade room at the Rachel
Carson Elementary School, Clinton stared with dismay at the
buckled and rotten floorboards,
the peeling paint.
"This Is a classroom?" the
president asked.
Last year, the room's roof
leaked so much that lessons had
to be moved Into the hallway
when It rained. Thanks to a
school rehabilitation program In
Chicago, the former classroom Is
now used for storage
To an assembly of students and
community leaders, Clinton
noted that Senate Republicans
voted last week for billions in
new highway projects but rejected his plans for hiring
100,000 new teachers and
modernizing 5,000 schools. Republicans emphasize that they
also voted for increased educa-

Youngstown State
and
Butler
Thursday
11:00 am & 3 pm

In what Is sharpening into an
election-year divide between
Democrats and Republicans,
Clinton scored GOP leaders in
Congress for thinking, he said,
that the state of America's
schools Is not their problem but a
local one.
Clinton maintained that there
Is a limit to how much local taxpayers can pay and how much the
financial markets will let city
governments borrow.
"It Is In the national Interest to
know that we have decent infrastructure for our schools Just as
much as our national future depends upon a decent network of
highways," Clinton said "That is
the idea we have to convince the
Congress on."
In an aside, he said he would
pursue an idea from Sen. Carol
Moseley-Braun - the Illinois
Democrat whose re-election
Clinton's t.ip was meant to boost
- to add to the defense budget to
expand ROTC opportunities for
students.
Clinton is counting on billions
of dollars In payments from the
tobacco Industry to finance many
of his education and other domestic initiatives. On Thursday,
he travels to Carrollton, Ky., to
meet with tobacco farmers.
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munities," Ashcroft said.
In his budget for the fiscal year
beginning Oct. 1, Clinton asked
Congress to approve $7.3 billion
to help school districts hire
100,000 new teachers and reduce
class sizes in grades 1-3.
He also proposed federal tax
credits to let school districts issue interest-free, locally issued
construction bonds. The districts
would receive federal tax credits
in lieu of interest payments on
the bonds. White House officials
say the incentives could generate
$22 billion in school construction
and repair at a 10-year cost of
$11 billion.
The Carson school benefited
from a similar Chicago-wide
bond initiative, which financed a
$15 million addition and enabled
classes to move out of the worst
rooms in the old buildings dating
from 1917.
A bright, spacious science lab
awaited Clinton in the adjacent
new building, where he plunked
down In a grown-up sized chair to
watch third-graders assemble
wind vanes of plastic plates, clay
and straws.
"It really does make a tremendous difference - the atmosphere that the kids learn in," said
teacher Catherine Garza.

BGSU MEN'S TENNIS
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tion spending by billions of dollars - just not for federal programs Clinton wanted.
"I believe that we should have
a good road program. I believe
that unsafe bridges ought to be
repaired," Clinton said Wednesday. "But none of that will matter
very much If we let the education
system come crumbling down
around our children."
With one-third of the nation's
schools in need of major repairs,
Clinton said, "This is a national
priority."
And while many high-tech
companies are willing to donate
computers to link classrooms
with the Internet, nearly half of
schools don't have the necessary
wiring to make use of computers,
Clinton said, and asked: "How bizarre is that?"
Republican Sen. John Ashcroft
of Missouri, also In Chicago to
address the Governor's Prayer
Breakfast, said Clinton's education spending plans would stifle
local decision making while giving power to officials in Washington. He called for block grants
of federal funds to local school
districts.
"The key to a renaissance in
American education is empowerment of parents and com-

Students admitted FREE with valid BGSU ID
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Proposed BGSU Honor Code
■

I

The community at Bowling Green State University (BGSU) is dedicated to personal and academic
development and excellence. Choosing to join the community obligates each member to a code of
civilized behavior and adherence to the University's core values. Membership in the BGSU community is
not without its obligations. It is understood that joining is evidence of a subscription to certain ideals
and an agreement to strive for the level of achievement and virtue suggested by the following:

As a Member of the BGSU Community...
I will practice personal and academic integrity.
... a commitment to this ideal is inconsistent with cheating in classes, in games, or in sports. It is unacceptable
to plagiarize or practice deceit.

I will respect the dignity of all persons.
:■:■

... a commitment to this ideal is inconsistent with behaviors that compromise or demean the dignity of individuals or groups, including hazing, intimidating, taunting, teasing, baiting, ridiculing, insulting, discriminating, and
harassing.

I will respect the rights and properties of others.

■

... a commitment to this ideal is inconsistent with all forms ol theft, vandalism, arson, misappropriation,
malicious damage to, and desecration or destruction of property. Respect for others' personal rights is inconsistent with any behavior that violates individuals' rights to move about freely, express themselves
appropriately, and to enjoy privacy.

I will strive to learn from differences in people, ideas, and opinions.
... a commitment to this ideal pledges affirmative support for equal rights and opportunities for all students
regardless of their age, race, sex, religion, disability, ethnic heritage, socioeconomic status, sexual orientation,
political affiliation or disaffiliation and to support an environment which will uphold, promote and instill
multicultural values.

I will demonstrate concern for others, their feelings and their need for conditions which
support their academic and personal development.
... a commitment to this ideal is a pledge to be compassionate and considerate, to avoid behaviors that are
insensitive, inhospitable, or inciting, or that unjustly or arbitrarily inhibit others' ability to feel safe or
welcomed in their pursuit of appropnate academic goals and provide opportunities to develop a sense of
personal fulfillment within the context of an interdependent society.

Allegiance to these ideals obligates each student to refrain from and discourage behaviors
which threaten the freedom and respect all BGSU community members deserve.
... this last clause reminds community members that they are not only obliged to avoid these behaviors, but that
they also have an affirmative obligation to confront, challenge, respond to, or report the behaviors whenever or
wherever they are encountered.
HOME OF THE READY-TO-WEAR MEAL
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Government investigates nursing home evictions
The Associated Press
TAMPA, Fla. - It was time to
lay carpeting and hang wallpaper, the nursing home said, so
dozens of elderly and bedridden
residents had 30 days to move out
with no guarantee they ever
could return.
It was just coincidence, the
home's owners said, that all the
patients evicted were on Medicaid - and that the entire building had been renovated just three
months earlier.
But in an unfortunate coincidence for the operators' parent
company, Vencor, news of the
evictions came the same day
their top executive was quoted in
The Wail Street Journal as saying they planned to rid their
nursing homes nationally of Medicald patients, who bring in less
money than private patients.
Now the state of Florida is investigating whether the $3.5 billion nursing home giant tried to
dump Medicaid patients, using
the renovation project as a ruse.
But unlike most nursing homes
In Florida, Vencor's Rehabilitation and Healthcare Center of
Tampa is not required to accept a

certain number of Medicaid
patients for state licensing.
That means a mass Medicaid
eviction there would be "not
necessarily illegal, but ruthless,"
state Agency for Health Care
Administration spokeswoman
Edie Ousley said Wednesday.
So the state investigation also
will focus on the quality of care
at the home, she said. The state
also is investigating Vencor's 20
other nursing homes in Florida,
which have a total of about 2,000
Medicaid beds.
"They were moving them out
so quickly. These patients were
crying, "Where are we going to
go?' They were being treated like
cattle being herded," said Nelson
Mongiovi, whose 93-year-old
mother was among the 52
patients ordered discharged.
"These are fragile human beings," he said. "I was really fearful they were going to do a mass
move and kill these people. I said,
'I need someone to help me in my
corner.'"
Mongiovi got his wish. He was
named as a plaintiff in an emergency injunction issued late
Tuesday to halt the discharges.
He also was listed as plaintiff in a

lawsuit expected to be filed ally did do our best to try to reloThursday against the nursing cate as many of these patients as
home.
possible on other floors of the faAlso this week, the state cility," Moss said, adding that
Agency for Health Care Admin- three Medicaid patients were reistration launched its in- located within the building. Moss
vestigation of Vencor's nursing said Vencor consulted with the
homes, 11 of which are required state before proceeding with the
under their state licenses to ac- plans - a claim state Agency for
cept Medicaid patients. And Flor- Health Care Administration
ida Attorney General Bob But- spokeswoman Edie Ousley deterworth promised his own re- nied.
view.
"Vencor never asked for perA spokeswoman for Vencor, mission," Ousley said. "This was
based in Louisville, Ky., said the all news to us."
court action was unnecessary
because the nursing home agreed
The state was particularly conon its own to halt the discharges cerned because the same day
once it realized the state was officials learned of the discharconcerned.
ges, the Journal published an ar"We wanted to do what's most ticle about Vencor evicting all
sensitive for the patients," Susan Medicaid patients from an InMoss said. "We will not do any- dianapolis home and making
thing until we make sure we have plans to withdraw homes in nine
a plan the state agrees with."
states from Medicaid.
Moss said it was coincidence
"We'll go out of Medicaid in all
that the patients ordered discharged were all Medicaid 300 buildings if we don't start to
patients. The discharges were see a little change In the Medineeded because the 170-bed caid program," chief operating
home was undergoing the second officer Michael Barr told the
phase of a renovation project, newspaper.
According to the Journal, only
she said.
"This building is full. We actu- a few states, California and Ten-

AMOC laird

Pre.. pko<«

Margaret Perez, 78, reacts to being told that more than 50 low-income
residents of the Rehabilitation and Healthcare Center of Tampa, Fla.,
have been given 30 days to move out.
nessee among them, bar mass
evictions of Medicaid patients.
California and Tennessee require
nursing homes to wait until a
patient dies or chooses to leave.
Nearly all other states leave
evictions up to the jiursing
homes.
Medicaid patients bring in

about $18,000 less a year than
some residents who pay on their
own. But, Vencor officials said,
that has nothing to do with the
discharges in Tampa.

ing out, the better."
While many think rape involves only women, Koestner
said men have their own statistics. She said one in 10 men will
be sexually assaulted in their
lifetime.
"I don't think you deserve to
get raped anymore than she
does," Koestner said.

life, she said.
In reaction to Koestner's talk,
Haley Banaszak, sophomore
business major, said the talk was
realistic and interesting.

Ousley said the state is investigating to make sure that is
true.

SURVIVE
UNIVERSITY SERVICE

Continued from page one.
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was to show that this could happen to anyone, even the girl next
door."
Koestner thanked the men who
showed up and said they can
make a difference. She said rape
wont end without their help.
"It will never end by women
alone. Men and women together
need to take the stand to end
(sexual assault)," she said. "I
don't know your reasons for being here tonight, but thank you.
The more people we have speak-

N
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405 E. Wooster - Across from Taco Bell
352-1688
AAA TOWING SERVICE 24 HRS.
FREE Safety Inspection

Out Service
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Thurs. - Sat. Now Open 24hrs.
'(4) TIRE ROTATION'
AND BALANCE
.

"I liked it but I wish more men
would have been there," she said.
Joe Weingman, pastor at St.
Thomas More, said Koestner's
talk was courageous. He said she
Koestner feels that although has overcome many obstacles.
she has recovered from her as"I have a lot of respect for her.
sault, it's something never to be It takes a lot to teach people," he
forgotten. It took time, but she said. "Hopefully the message did
figured out where it fits into her get through to everyone."

ONLY

$20.95
Pnmnt thn coupon to '•cvrve
special pncst Moat can
Ca« Ux ftppoKifncnt
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CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR
NEW INITIATES

V^

Christie Bammerlin
Tiffany Bowman
Monica Giancola
Lauren Krajcar
Ann Pell
Jennifer Prucha
Robynn Quinn
Katie Supatowski
'Alison Brown: Model Initiate

HELPING YOU BUILD A SECURE FINANCIAL
FUTURE IS AN IMPORTANT JOB.
FORTUNATELY, WE HAVE THE PERFECT RESUME.
W.us of leadership experience in our
fMd, TIAA-CREF is eminently qualified to
help vou build a comlortable, worn-tree retirement.
Our reference* arc equally Mipet t <<•>!<• —today,
two million of the best minds in America trust us
with their hnancial future.
Allow ut to review our qualifications.
Superior strength
With $200 billion in assets. TIAA-CREF is the
world's largest retirement organization—and
among the most solid. TIAA is one of only a
handlul of companies to have earned top ratings
(or financial strength, and CRKF is one of Wall
Street's largest investors.'

Solid, long-term performance
We seek out long-term opportunities that other
companies, in pursuit of quick gains, often miss.
Though past performance can't guarantee future
results, this patient philosophy has proven
extremely rewarding.

Xil Xil Xil Xil Xil Xil Xil Xil Xil Xil Xil
University Dining Services
Easter Weekend Operating Hours

Surprisingly low expenses
TIAA-CREFl operating costs are among the
lowest in the insurance and mutual fund industries.
I nertfort, more ol your money goes where it
should —towards ensuring your future
Easy diversification
\\c oiler a wide variety of expertly managed investment options to help build your assets. With stock,
bond, money market, and real estate accounts—as
well as a guaranteed annuity to choose from —
TIAA-CREF makes diversification easy.
Unrivaled service
We believe that our service distinguishes us from
nther retirement company In a recent nationwide surv«y of retirement plans, TIAA-CREF was
voted number one in customer satisfaction.'
It \mi work in education, research, or related
heloV why not put TIAA-CREF*! experience to
work for you? To find out more, visit our Web site
at www.tiaa-cref.org or call us at ' 800 S42-2776
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Closes

Reopens

Kreischer
-Shadows Snack Bar
-Silver River Cafe

Closed April 10-11. 1998
Closed April 10-12. 1998

7:00pm April 12. 1998
5:00pm April 13. 1998

Founders
-Snack Bar

Closed April 10-11. 1998

7:00pm April 12.1998

Commons
-Main Dining
-Chily's Express

2:00 pm April 10.1998
ZOO pm April 10. 1998

7:30 am April 13. 1998
6:00 pm. April 12.1998

200pm April 10, 1998
Closed April 10-12. 1998
Closed April 10-11.1998

7:30 am April 13. 1998
4:30 pm April 13, 1998
4:30 pm April 12, 1998

dosed April 10-12,1998

7:30 am April 13. 1998

McDonald
-Mam Dining
-Towers West
•GTDeU

Harsh man
•The Galley Snack Bar
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.

I
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■r
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The Following Facilities are open April 10-12
•Founders Keepers Food Court- (10am-7pm)*
•Kreischer Sundial Food Court- (10am-7pm)*
•Garden Terrace Express- (lOam-llpm)*
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Sports Editor
Jason McMahon
372-2602

BG splits double header vs. NIU
□ The Falcons dominate the first game
against the Huskies before struggling in the
second.

Take me
out to the
oV ballgame
I've heard the rumor that
people think baseball is boring. Before April 7,1 may have
agreed somewhat myself.
But that was before Tuesday.
I went up to Tiger Stadium
in Detroit for the home opener
with three of my buddies. The
day started out like a day made
for baseball should: sunny and
warm, getting to the ballpark
when the doors open, getting a
beer and a brat at 11:15 a.m.
and watching batting practice.
We had bleacher seats,
which house a very special
breed of fans. Four bucks gets
you into a caged area roughly
430 feet from home plate with
about 7,000 people who quickly
become either your best friend
or your worst enemy.
"Bleacher Creatures," as
they are often referred to, are
the heart and soul of many
major league parks like Tiger
Stadium and Wrigley Field.
The boys and I got a crash
course on the four B's of the
bleacher section (in this order
of importance): beer, boobs,
beachballs and baseball.
A half-hour before the game
started and before most of the
fans In the other sections arrived, our section was full and
kicking. At some point during
the entire game, there were at
least three beachballs being
knocked around.
However, this is not as innocent as it sounds. If you were
the unfortunate soul to knock
the ball over the tier and down
onto the field or first level, a
swift and lethal barrage of
peanuts, beer and insults were
hurtled in your direction. The
rest of the afternoon can be
best described in chronological order.
Ten minutes into the game,
the first bleacher fan got
kicked out for bad behavior
(trying to start a fight; for
what reason, I have no idea).
Midway through the first inning, after several futile attempts to get a wave started
but with no support right or
center, left field begins chanting, "Right field sucks, right
field sucks!"
During the second inning,
right field fans had consumed
their share of alcohol, causing
the wave to become successful
and travel around the stadium.
After a few trips through,
however, the entire male population of the bleacher section
became fixated on upper leftcenter field as a young woman
decided to satisfy the requests
of an obnoxious throng of
drunken men.
Now, at this point, you would
expect every right-minded
woman in our section to become very disgusted, yell at
• See MINNECI, page eight.

By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BC News
The Bowling Green baseball
team fought hard Wednesday,
splitting a doubleheader with
Mid-American Conference foe
Northern Illinois. But don't expect any smiles from the team.
The Falcons (15-11. 5-5 in the
MAC) dominated the first game
9-0 with great pitching and hitting. But the Falcon hurlers fell
asleep in the second game, and
the Huskies took advantage in
the 10-7 loss.
"I give credit to Northern Illinois because they came ready to
play. We deserved to lose that
ball game," coach Dan Schmitz
said. "This one hurts, it really
hurts, because we're .500 in the
conference and that's a game we
gave away."

Part of the Falcons anger was
that prior to Wednesday's games
the Huskies had a i-14 road record. Though the Falcons remain
.500 in the MAC, the Falcons
know they should have won both
contests.
"I thought Northern Illinois
came back in the second game
and played really good - you have
to tip you' hats to them," BG
third baseman Brian Cannon
said. "They swung the bats. It
was a shootout today and we just
came out on the other side of it."
The Huskies scored quickly,
putting three up in the top of the
first. BG was forced to play
catch-up for the whole game.
Falcon left fielder Jason Blankenship got the Falcon bats going
in the second with a double, scoring two runs. Aaron Mora also hit
a double, as BG tied the Huskies
at four.
NIU then scored at least one
run in the next four innings, as
the Huskies continually beat up
BG pitching. The Huskies hitters
reeled off 14 hits on Falcon hur• See SPLJT, page eight.

Falcons continue
to swing hot bats
□ BG bangs out 23 hits
in the doubleheader
split with the Huskies.
By DANIELLE OLESZCZUK
The BC News

BGNcwi Photo btJiaon Bower*

Freshman outfielder Lee Morrison banged out two of BC's 12 hits in the first game of a doubleheader
against Northern Illinois.

In what was an important
doubleheader for the Bowling
Green baseball team, the Falcon
offense was the only consistent
contributor. BG split the
doubleheader, winning the first
game 9-0 and losing the second

game 10-7. The Falcons came into
the first game swinging with a
total of 12 hits.
Hitting well for the Falcons
was senior third baseman Brian
Cannon. He went 2-for-3 in the
first game with a single and a
double. In the second game. Cannon lived up to his name, hitting a
solo home run in the third inning.
"I feel comfortable up there,"
Cannon said. "I have a lot of confidence going in and that's always the key."
• See OFFENSE, page eight.

Netters return home riding
four-match winning streak

Sports Briefs
Transportation offered for Falcons' trip to
Jacobs Field
The Bowling Green baseball team is scheduled to play Cleveland State April 16 at Jacobs Field in Cleveland at 2 p.m. Tickets
for the game will cost $5 and the University is offering transporatlon to and from the game.
Bus trip tickets will cost $25, which includes round-trip transportation as well as the game ticket. The bus will also be stopping
at a downtown restaurant after the game for a dinner before the
trip back. The meal is not included in the cost.
The bus will depart from the BGSU Ice Arena at 10:30 a.m. and
is expected to be returning to BG around 10 p.m. Anyone interested should contact Robin Veitch at 372-7063 for reservations or
more information.

Basketball team signs two recruits
Trent Jackson, a 6-foot-4 guard who was kicked off the Ohio
State team in September, signed a national letter of intent to play
at Bowling Green.
The Falcons also signed 6-foot-8 forward Brent Klassen on
Wednesday.
Jackson will be eligible to play in December and have two
more full seasons of eligibility after that.
He averaged 2 points and 1.2 rebounds a game in 14 games during the 1996-97 season for Ohio State.
compiled from staff and wire reports

□ BG will attempt to
improve to .500 with a
pair of home matches
today.
By WILLIAM SANDERSON
The BG News
When the Falcons come home,
they do it big. The Bowling Green
men's tennis team plays at home
for the first time since Feb. 28.
when they host a doubleheader
against Youngstown State and
Butler today.
The Falcons are on a four-game
winning streak that just happens
to coincide with the start of the
Mid-American Conference
season. Since then, BG has set
down Toledo, Akron, Miami and
Eastern Michigan.
They take a break from the

MAC season with the two nonconference opponents.
Unlike their previous nonconference matches. Youngstown State and Butler appear to
be easier competition. They are
expected to be something of a
warm-up for Northern Illinois on
Saturday.
"We've played something like
eight in a row away from home,"
BG coach Jay Harris said. "I
think definitely they are excited."
A 5-2 win against Miami last
Saturday has seemed to elevate
team confidence to as high a
level as they have had all year.
The RedHawks had been picked
to finish 2nd in the MAC.
The Penguins of Youngstown
State are not expected to be a
difficult opponent. With it being
a non-conference match, Harris

Men's Tennis
•*>

Youngstown
State, Butler
Todav • 1 p.m.
K«le Courts

BG: 7-9 overa
feels he can play more of his
players. All ten players may see
action against the Penguins.
"Youngstown State is a young
team with a young coach," Harris
said. "A lot of guys are going to
• See TENNIS, page eight.

FALL 1998 Leasing
UNITS GOING FAST!
Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
3 bedroom/ 2 baths, Furnished, Close to Campus
_ __
OFF

$25 <^S

Total Rent per Month
'Limited time, Hurry!!!!

Frtxn now on tho 0MAT Is only Mlnf (Mn on compuaer.

224 E. Wooster GREENBRIAR, INC.
Hours:
Bowling Green,
Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm
OH 43402
Saturday 9am-1pm

Come in today before
it is TOO LATE!
I

I

So

HI

th» Kapler, edfe—content, methoda, and the mod authentic practtc*
there is On computer At Kaplan Canters itear you. with Kaplan

teacher, at hand We've got the computer adaptive teat—the CAT—covered.
Cleaaee are fluinf eat. eo call today to find out more.

.•••••UP-TEST
Kaplan CAT. It's not important, it s critical.
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Prep star Young
jumps to the NBA
basketball-playing mother in the first thing they say is, 'This kid is
inner city of Wichita. His first dumb,'" Young said. "But it has
CHATHAM, Va.~ Korleone grade team was the Lakers, and nothing to do with that. It has to
Young, one of the nation's top he wore the same shoes and do with what I want to do in life
high school basketball players, number - 32 - as his idol, Magic and what I can do in life."
wont wait any longer to chase Johnson.
Young said he's smart enough
Young transferred to Virginthe dream he hatched as a gangly
Iddy Biddie League player in to get into college - he narrowed ia's Hargrave Military Academy
his choices to Georgetown and from Wichita for his senior
Kansas.
He said Wednesday he's skip- UCLA - and still expects to get a season and averaged 29.3 points,
ping college to join the NBA degree in business management 11.3 rebounds and 5.1 assists for
somewhere. He plans to go to the Tigers postgraduate team,
draft.
"I've made this decision based summer school and take night which plays junior colleges, college junior varsity teams and a
on many hours of consultation classes beginning in 1999.
Young knows his decision will few of the nation's top high
with my family and friends,"
Young, 19, he said during a news be criticized and said it's upset- schools.
conference. "In my heart, I think ting to think some people will asI can become a good NBA bas- sume he's doing it because he
The Tigers finished 26-1, winketball player."
can't pass college courses.
ning a junior college tournament
Young, a 6-foot-7 forward, said
in Lewisburg, N.C., and the Nike
he's had NBA dreams since
"They see a kid jumping from Super Six tournament in Madison
growing up as the only child of a high school to the NBA and the Square Garden.
The Associated Press

OFFENSE
Continued from page seven.

The home run was the fifth for
Cannon who is presently hitting
.359.
The hitting was a major factor
in the outcome of the second
game. The Falcons were playing
catch-up the entire time. In the
First inning BG senior Mark
Blanc gave up three runs, and BG
never pulled ahead of the Huskies.
BG was able to keep up with
Northern Illinois until the the
fifth inning, but it just couldn't
keep the offense clicking after

that.
Coach Danny Schmitz was not
happy with the cat-and-mouse
game.
"They'd score, we would come
back and score to make it close,
and then they would score
again," Schmitz. "We mentally
did not come ready to play."
After the first game, the Falcons
seemed to be hitting extremely
well which is why the loss In the
second game was so disappointing.
"Just because you beat
someone 9-0 in the first game, it
doesn't mean that you can show

MINNECI
Continued from page seven.

her husband/boyfriend for their
behavior and end this childish
testosterone-filled display. You
would expect that.
Four innings and 14 pairs of

boobs later, the entire day became a surreal experience. At
some point in this mess, a drunk
college student orally deposited
beer, hot dogs, and whatever else
he had for breakfast onto the
people in the first deck. Another

Associated Press photo

Korleone Young is the blest prep star to skip collegiate basketball and make the jump to the NBA.

SPLIT

up to the second game end your
going to win automatically," Continued from page seven.
over the Huskies defense. The
Schmitz said. "You belter get
BG offense controlled the tempo
yourself prepared." Despite lers. Lack of concentration on of the game from start to finish.
Cannon's heavy hitting in both routine defensive plays and And the four-run sixth inning
baserunning also contributed to proved to be an exclamation
games, he took the loss hard.
"If I go O-for-8 but we win two Huskie runs.
point on a near perfect Falcon
"There were some balls that performance.
games, then I'll be more happier.
It was a shootout today, and we should have been caught, that
Falcon southpaw Jeff Hundley
weren't caught and those are (4-1) allowed a mere two singles
came out on the other side of it."
mental mistakes," Schmitz said. as the Huskies offense was
The doubleheader split kept " We ran ourselves out of a cou- nonexistent. Hundley's great
the Falcons at the .500 level. ple of innings because of baser- pitching was backed by a defense
They are 5-5 in the Mid- unning mistakes." Rick Blanc that seemed more like a brick
American Conference heading (3-4) picked up the loss for the wall than people. Drew Niles
into a four-game series this Falcons, giving up seven hits and grabbed a few sure hits turning
seven runs, five of which were them into key outs and double
weekend at Kent.
earned.
plays.
Still one of the Falcons bright
spots over both games was the
"That really could have been
stumbled down the stairs into the consistant hitting. BG had 12 hits seven hits, but Drew Niles played
fence and dumped an entire beer and 11 hits, respectively In
outstanding shortstop behind
below.
games one and two.
me," Hundley said about his twoAnd people say baseball is borEven after a half-hour rain de- hitter. "The whole defense really
ing.
lay before the first game, the did well, that's really the key
Oh yeah, the Tigers won 3-1. Falcons started hot, hitting all
right there."
And I have no idea how.

*************************************

Read The BG flew/ everyday
American Heart i
Association.*

If you've ever had sex, you should
know about genital warts

TENNIS
Continued from page seven.

get the opportunity to play." Butler may present a little bit more
of a challenge for the Falcons.
The top three slots are expectedto be difficult matches for BG.
The Falcons have beat them before, but had to play well to do so.
Butler's Schlomo Shemesh,
Nathan Schafner and Juan Rodriguez are all expected to be
tough opponents.
This will be the second time
this year the Falcons have played
two matches in one day. They
will use it as a chance to give the
bottom of the lineup a chance to
play.
"I think they are mentally
ready to go," Harris said. "Our
goal is that if we win these
matches we will be at .500. We
are 7-9 right now. A few matcrtfcs
ago we were at 3-9."
The weather for today's
matches is a concern, as rain is in
the forecast. Should rain force
the Falcons indoors, the match
against Butler may be postponed
or canceled.
"Hopefully the weather will cooperate, the rain will stay away
and we will be able to get two
good matches in," Harris said.

At least 15 million
Americans already
have the virus that
causes them.
Human papillomavirus (HPV). the virus thai
causes genital warts, is the most common sexually
transmitted disease in the United States today.
In fact, an average of 750,000 new cases of genital
warts are diagnosed each year. And it's estimated
that 11 million people who have the virus lhat
causes genital warts don't even know it.
Genital warls are not always obvious. They can
be small or large and appear alone or in clusters
outside or inside the body. Many genital warls
can only be found by a healthcare provider.
It's still not possible to cure HPV. But, by getting
rid of ihe warts, healthcare providers hope to get
the virus under control. There are many types of
HPV infections, some causing external warls and
others affecting the cervix. It is important for
women to sec their healthcare providers regularly
for pelvic exams and Pap smears. And. because
men and women can pass the virus to sex partners,
they should sec a healthcare provider whenever
genital warts or HPV are suspected.
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LARGE PIZZA
CHEESE & ONE TOPPING

IPizzcil
353-0044

Genital warls don't jusi happen to other people.
If you notice any unusual bumps or growths in
the genital area, or if your partner has had genital
warts or HPV, see your healthcare provider.

1045 N. Main St.
FREE DELIVERY
2ND PIZZA $(..00 |

This message is provided as a public sen ice by
3M Pharmaceuticals.

Pharmaceuticals
O 1M Pharmaceutical* IW
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2 10" Pizzas
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It's all downhill from here
As far as anniversaries
go, four years Is not that
big a deal, but this time it
seems significant.
Usually you only worry
about the first year, then
maybe the fifth, and so on.
But in college-studentterms, four years is a significant number.
It is in music too. Kurt
Cobain. poet, anti-hero and
father, killed himself four
years ago this week. I find
it hard to believe that an
entire school career, be it
high school or college, has
passed since a person I
considered to be a hero
died. It wasn't Just the
music, it seemed like a cultural and musical revolution was happening.
Four years later life has
gone on and music has
changed. Grunge's watershed, once very powerful
with Pearl Jam. Nirvana
and Soundgarden. has
dried up. Brit-pop has fizzled out with Oasis.
Lollapalooza is taking a
summer (or more) off from
touring.
We're stuck with bands
like Third Eye Blind.
Matchbox 20 and
Smashmouth. These bands
absolutely control the airwaves at most stations.
Music has completely gone
to generic pop.
Kurt would be offended.
Thank God he doesn't have
to see this.
In the early '90s there
was an abundance of quality rock music. There were
bands that will go down in
rock history with groups
like Led Zeppelin. The Who
and the like. When music
historians write about the
'90s they will talk about
Cobain's suicide as the end
of the alternative era
(much like Altamont was
the end of the hippie era).
Everything was going
well until then, and after
that the whole thing has
been slowly creeping downward.
1 think we have hit rock
bottom in music. The last
Pearl Jam album. Yield,
didn't flop as bad as No
Code, but people wouldn't
even give It a chance. It
dropped out of the Top Ten
a few weeks after Its
release despite two singles.
"Given To Fly" and
-Wlshlist." that certainly
were better than Marcy
Playground's "Sex and
Candy."
Every radio station from
Top 40 to modern rock to
adult contemporary plays
the same handful songs.
There is no escape from
the mediocrity on the
radio.
Music always moves in
cycles of peaks and valleys.
We are in a major valley
right now. The present
time can be compared to
the early '80s. where there
were no dominant musical
voices and you had onehit-wonder after one-hit
wonder.
It Is ironic that the
songs from that time,
which were considered
•> See MUSIC, page N-3
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Mediocrity comes in two's!
Propellerheads rip off
Chemical Brothers in this
week's Sound Parade
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*H said. "What's
unusual here
is that these
departments
are combined
into one."
Although
some
progress has
been made in
recent years,
professors
and instructors say they
must defend
the legitimacy
of popular
culture studies even to
this day.
Some members of the
academic
community
The Popular Culture House, originally ordered from a Montgomery Ward catalogue, la sitsee it as trivuated on the comer of Woosler and S. College streets BG News photo by Jeremy Martin
ial or unreCowboys
H£major following the year after.
[ owboys and
warding, others as biased and
jljfifc
By the time the department
Indians. Star
subjective.
Trek memoraM IB.
moved Into its current home on
'Trek
memora
Christopher Geist. a profesthe corner of Wooster and S.
bilia. Halloween ritsor In the program with a Ph.D.
College
streets
in
1978.
it
was
uals.
in American Studies, knows the
beginning to attract the attenThese sound like
argument well.
tion of the academic community
the subjects of fan
"Some academics think
in other parts of the country.
conventions, but at
because we study trivia we are
The home of the department, a
Bowling Green,
trivia." he said. They also think
mall-order house from
they're serious stuff. Here they
just because we study someMontgomery Ward and
are entire academic disciplines,
thing we approve of it."
Company, has almost as interwith books and Journals dediHowever. Geist said the departesting
a
history
as
the
departcated to them.
ment affords the same kind of
ment
itself.
The Department of Popular
neutral, scholarly examination
It
was
purchased
and
built
in
Culture, which will celebrate its
that a sociologist might give vot1932 by Virgil H. Taylor, manag- ing trends.
25th anniversary next fall, was
er of the Cla-Zel Theater in
founded and continues to thrive
Bowling Green. In 1937 the
at the University. The departThe Justification for studyUniversity bought the property
ment currently resides in an
ing popular culture—
to use as the president's house.
unassuming little house across
loosely defined as expresIn
1949,
the
rear
of
the
from Hanna Hall. But don't let
sive forms approved by
house
received
a
multithat fool you.
the majority of the poproom addition. Since
The program, which Is curulation—is that when
rently the only one of its kind in then it has housed
analyzed it will reveal
everything from the
the world, had auspicious
valuable insights into
Graduate College to
beginnings. In 1967, the
those who use it.
the Alumni
Journal of Popular Culture was
Their morals, hopes
Association.
founded by Ray Browne, a
and fears will be comBut the uniqueness of
Bowling Green Ph.D. with backmunicated in one way or
the
program
begs
the
question:
grounds in English and folklore.
another through the popular
why aren't there any others?
Browne went on in 1969 to
culture they produce.
Marilyn Motz, current chairestablish The Center for the
A student might ask the
woman of the department,
Study of Popular Culture which
question: "What does Bay-watch.
explained that many subjects
included a library of popular
an American program that's
culture and an archive of sound covered in popular culture stud- immensely popular throughout
ies are often in separate departrecordings, among other scholthe world, tell others about our
ments at other colleges.
arly associations.
country?" The answer is the
"In
some
universities
it
would
In 1973. a Masters of Arts
realm of popular culture studbe included in departments like
program in popular culture was
ies.
radio, television and film." she
created, with an undergraduate
Popular culture theories.
according to the
—
'■ c-t.
department, have
j
. SB
several important
L—. ' ; *■"~ -f* - "/' Trir- •5r&r^T?S»i 2
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components. One
;*-*
says that people
are to popular
V
culture as fish are
1<V
to water: con1
stantly surround2
ed by It. but most
BC.7 - *w MMaa
I
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of the time oblivi*«
ous to its effects.
Another says that
1
popular culture Is
a fun house miri
ror, both reflecting and distorting
.
the culture that
produces it.
The study of
popular culture of
A substantial addition was added to the house In 1949, providing space for
the past, or of
■-.->,

1
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future popular culture offices. BQ News photo by Tina Bell

Center USA. will also be open
for viewing after each performance. For more Information
call 419/448-8544.

Exhibitions and
Ritz pays tribute interaction in art
to survivors
"Mextermlnator: An .
The Ritz Theatre In Tiffin will
present "Playing for Time" on
April 24 and 25 at 8 p.m. This
play, written by
award-winner Arthur
Miller, takes place
during WWII at the
Auschwitz concentration camp. The Anne
Frank Story." an exhibit presented by The Anne Frank

Tom Denk reviews
"Mercury Rising" (left)
and the pathetic
"Lost in Space"

Interactive Diorama
Performance' by
Gullimero GomezPena and Roberto
Sifuentes will be presented today from 11:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. In the atrium of
Olscamp Hall. The event is part
of the Provost's Lecture Series
sponsored by the BGSU
Institute for the Study of

Culture and Society.
Graduate and undergraduate
student thesis exhibitions are
on display through May 5 In the
Dorothy Uber Bryan and Wlllard
wankelman Galleries of the Fine
Arts Center from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Tuesday through Saturday,
and 2 to 5 p.m. on Sunday.
Free.

Award-winning
movies at Gish

t

The Academy
Award-winning 1975
Japanese motion picture "Dersu Uzala."
directed by Aklra
Kurosawa, will be shown at 8:15

p.m. In the Gish Film Theater
for free. Also showing on Friday
and Saturday nights at 8 and
11 p.m. in 111 Olscamp is
"Scream 2." The cost is $2.

Brass and guitar
at Bryan Hall
Bassoonist Barrick
Stees will present a
free guest artist
recital at 12:30 p.m.
today In Bryan
Recital Hall In the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
Barrick, an associate professor
at Michigan State University,
will be assisted by pianist Karen
Beres.
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other countries (because popular culture Is not just an
American thing)
also yields

important information about historical and social contexts. In this way, popular culture studies
can be seen as drawing from various
fields, like history,
sociology and anthropology.
"We like to think
we're interdisciplinary even In our
own courses." Geist
said.
With an assortment of classes ranging from television and
film history to black popular
culture, the department is
becoming diversified as time
goes on. according to Geist. As
more students are drawn to the
program, more classes are
requested and the variety
increases.
Lucy Long, who has been
teaching on and off in the
department since 1987. said
that programs like American
Culture Studies overlap with
popular culture in terms of both
courses and students.
"A lot of people who teach
here on a part-time,
adjunct basis also
have positions in
other departments."
she said. Long, who
holds a masters in
ethnomusicology and
a Ph.D. In folklore,
even ran the music
department's music
appreciation program
for a year.
Another major influence on
popular culture studies Is the
field of folklore. Browne himself
is extremely interested in the
study of folklore, as Is Motz.
Long noted that the program's strong folklore aspect
tends to emphasize the everyday
and the obvious.
"An ongoing problem is that
society in general doesn't seem
to respect things that don't have
an immediate product." she
said, referring to the fact that
popular culture studies concentrate on what most would consider a hopelessly unacademic
field.

houses several popular culture
journals and the Bowling Green
State University
Popular
Press.

Popular
Culture professor
emeritus Jack
Nachbar is regularly
quoted in national publications like USA Today and
Time. Lucy Long's husband,
Jack Santino. is an Emmyaward-winning writer, professor
and Fulbright Scholar to
Northern Ireland.
Every year in excess of
10,000 people visit the popular
culture library, which has been
an information resource for
such diverse organizations as
The Associated Press,
Encyclopedia Britannica, TimeLife Books and ABC-TV, among
others. Christopher Geist was a
public relations consultant for
video game giant Nintendo. Lucy
Long and Jack Santino have
worked on several television
documentaries.
The accomplishments of
these faculty members point to
the fact that the study of popular culture can in fact have a
meaningful impact, as well as
leading to professional recognition, according to Geist.
Rebecca Zisch, a recent graduate of the popular culture master's program,
has a dream job working as a curatorial
assistant at the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame
and Museum in
Cleveland. She attributes her success in
part to her work at
Bowling Green.
According to her. an important
thing to learn from the mentors
In the program is that you don't
have to hate what you study.
"I was able to do the kind of
work I wanted to do." Zisch
said. "But the fact that we do
enjoy popular culture speaks to
the fact that there's something
interesting there to examine.
"Having the background that
I do now and studying media
academically makes it more fun
since I can experience it on
more than one level. "
Zisch said a common misconception she encountered among
the students in the classes she
taught was that popular culture
studies would be easy because
it was "fun." However, it is
important to keep in mind that
it is an academic discipline.
"In fact, the level of professionalism has to be higher (than
others) to maintain that
respect," she said. "We have to

Story by
John
Wenzel

Design by
Matt Mowry

The department has gradually overcome this by
developing a reputation for
excellence. Their Sound
Recordings Archive, for example,
is home to nearly 650,000 items
including old radio shows,
records, cylinder recordings and
CD's. The Jerome Library also

Tonight at 8 the BGSU
Trumpet Ensemble, under the
direction of Todd Davidson, will
present a free concert in Bryan
Recital Hall.
Then on April 14 the
BSGU Classical Guitar
Ensemble, directed by Chris
Buzzelli. will present a free concert at 8 p.m.. also in Bryan.

•► See POP, page N-3

miered In the
'50s with a popular movie adaptation following
shortly thereafter.
Tickets are priced
at $26.50 to $35.50 and may be
ordered by calling 419/4741333.

©

Ideas? Comments?

'West Side Story' Back problems?
coming to Toledo If youVe got an idea for an
The classic musical "West
Side Story" will make Its stop at
Toledo's Stranahan Theater
from April 23 to April 26. Based
on Shakespeare's "Romeo and
Juliet." the play originally pre-

entertainment story or a comment/criticism call 372-2603 or
email editor John Wenzel at
w)ohn@bgnet.bgsu.edu. If you
have a back problem call a chiropractor.

page N-2
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Bob Holman: In
With the Out Crowd
1998 -Mouth Almighty
In With the Out Crowd Is the latest
work In the highly-prolific poetry
career of Bob Holman. Holman has
worked In almost all media from
j books to television to record produc:
Uon.
Wlih this release, he jumps Into
■ the realm of performance poetry on
CD. This disc Is an attempt 1o reunite
; the poem with the public, a topic that
Holman has been pushing for a while
now. He has performed his poetry in
cafes and bars across the world. and
now he wants to perform it in your
living room.
Albeit a good concept. In With the
Out Crowd doesn't accomplish the
introductory task of bringing performance poetry to life on a CD. Certain
tracks such as "Lcvii.ition In
Levtttown" and "We Are the
Dinosaurs" lack the onstage fever that
Holman's poems have. This may be
because of the difficulty in conveying
the mood of written work onto a CD.
Holman adds various instruments
to lend mood to the performances. At
times this works, but most of the lime
It would be better If Just the jazz
ensemble played. There's something
missing In Holman's voice. In *We Are
the Dinosaurs." the powerful concept
Is lost due to Holman's melodramatic

Inflection. He tries too hard to vocalize what can only be seen.
Holman has a good framework and
a highly stylistic musical background
for his work. The effort pays oh* in his
bold haikus such as "After U Po " The
feeling of comes through from Holman
simply reading it straight, without
any dramatic acting.
In With the Out Crowd was a
record that needed to be made for the
public to get introduced to performance poetry. However, he should
realize his current audience is much
different than that of the coffeehous
es The best bet Is to see him live. The
technology of the compact disc can't
demonstrate a visual art form.
•Michael Planicka

Propellerheads:
DecKsandrumsand"
rockandroll

quaint dialogue from old records and
movies.
Their "w.ill ol sound'" style, consist HIR of countless layers of rhythms,
electronic bleeps and the like. Is not
as unique as it first sounds. The first
track. Take California." explodes into
your eardrums with organs, drums,
bass and exotic oscillating peripheral
noises. The mood on this song, and
on most of the album, is one of anticipation and tension.
Al the precise moment the songs
seem like they're going to erupt into a
relentless flurry of sound, they fall flat
by transgressing Into boring retreads
of the beginning. There's very little
"pay off on the album, one of the
best aspects of electronic dance
music.
Many of the songs have amazing
potential. "On Her Majesty's Secret
Service." "Velvet Pants" and
"Spybreak!" are all Incredibly moodinducing, but they don't go anywhere
It's like visiting New York City and
staying in your hotel room the entire
time. So much potential, so little
groove.
Props must be given to the fact
that Propellerheads enlisted De La
Soul and Jungle Brothers to help
them on a few tracks (some of the
more palatable ones on the album).
"You Want It Back" (with Jungle
Brothers) is a delightful blend of'80s
hip hop. party music and techno
wackiness.
Il's apparent by the end of the
album, however, that Propellerheads
break no new ground in electronlca
and succeed only in frustrating ihe
listener. Needless to say. this album
will probably sell millions of copies.
If you like pleasant, unengaging
background music, this might be the
record for you.
•John Wenzel

1998-Dreamwortcs
DecksandrunisaiutrockandrolL the
debut album from the techno duo
Propellerheads. Is yet another import
to add to the growing list of British
electronic artists (Tricky. Portlshead.
etc).
Their Insistent drums beats, sampled digressions and repetitive rock
riffs are reminiscent of the Chemical
Brothers and The Crystal Method.
They also take advantage of the
much-popularized schtick of sampling

FALL 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE!
Newly Constructed for Fall 1998
3 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C, &
Fireplaces
808 Frazee Ave.

PRIME RIB

Thursday, April 9,1998

Braid:
Frame and Canvas
1996-PoJyvinyt
Frame and Canvas puts a tighter,
more refined Braid to record.
You could say that an "emo" band
like Braid (Urbana. II. average age 21)
Is very much an ambitious punk
band. Instead of settling for mediocre
antagonism and three chords on
crappy instruments. Braid go for the
full rock experience: complex songs,
precision Jaw-dropping dnims, original dueling guitar riffs, sensitive
introspection for lyrics ...
To encompass all that Is "emo"
(short for emotional, not as In just
"capable of." but indulging In emotions], Braid's musical imagery indicates:
1) a sense of longing or desperation, undermined by the hope that If
we can rock, we can save humankind.
2) a self-awareness of growing up
and resisting adulthood (angst) and
3) the belief (hat It Is never okay to
rock out Just to rock—such Is ugly
masculine behavior that Braid, in all
their hardcore-ness. resists. Braid at
their loudest is either uplifting or
depressing, never intimidating
What Is left Is a bunch of grownup dorks who have found their place
on si.igr with hundreds of other less
talented dorks singing along passionately with songs that could be their
own.
An average guy like Braid vocalist
Bob Nanna has to belt his words, and
choose his melodies carefully. So
Nanna slicks lo the pretty melodies,
and screams for emphasis. His worried, sympathetic voice leaves Just a
hint of "the-incredible-hulk-ls-trying
to-slng" for humility s sake.
The same goes for Nanna's
screechy vocal partner. You couldn't
call what they do together harmonizing: often they clash or sing each others notes. But the compliment Is just
neat, (and furthermore It Is Braid's
sound).
Love songs like "I Keep a Diary"
mix the innocent boy of the
Descendants and the sappy wisdom
of the Cure. 'First Day Back" is Just
plain catchy. "Killing a Camera' Is an
unforgettably pretty pop song, laced
with sadness and undone with a des
perate. inspiring crash ending
•Tony Cavallario

SEAFOOD

352-0717

224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green
OHIO
43402

Hours:
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday
GREENBRIAR, INC.

STEAK HOUSE

C7

9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

163 South Mam Street Bowling Green 352 2595

HURRY FOR A NEW APARTMENT IN THE FALL!

m

TOTALLY NUDE!
come parly with the trendsetters in Adult Entertainment

Beaoh Party

IWINTHROP TERRACE APIS

Wednesday, April 22nd

now <i\'(iii<ii>ic

rW*fc

CASH & PRIZES

*/ <-'**h<»o-IV,

Wednesday S10 Ponces

'"ces

Thursday Amateur Contest

$500 Cash Prize

•7i

1/2 Off Covoi till 7PM
Friday & Saturday Party 'til SAM
Sunday Open 6PM ■ 2 AM

uch d<
dances
100 topless table dances
S15 00 nude < XJCh
Open Noon- 4am
(419)476-9611 5765 Telegraph Rd
I y No'thtowne Mali)

Apartments for Summer & Fall '95
• I & 2 Bedrooms
• FurnLslrd arid Unfurnished
• 3 Orcal Locations
• Gas I leal & Gas Cookiivj Incl
• Swimming Pools
• Campus Shuttle
sun 12-3
1400 Napoleon Rood 352-9135 noa- w. 9-6 sm. 10-21

(l-r) Bruce Willis and Miko Hughes team up in the new thriller
"Mercury Rising." Photo provided

'Rising' presents
intriguing dilemma
By JOHN WENZEL
The BG News

Mercury Rising

"Mercury Rising" raises
many toufth questions about
the eost of protecting freedom.
Is the life of one person
worth more than the a national security code that ensures
the safety of millions of federal
agents?
"Mercury Rising" revolves
around a national super-code
named Mercury, designed by
the National Security
Administration to protect lives
and vital defense information.
But a nine-year-old child, an
autistic savant named Simon
(Miko Hughes), is able to decipher the code. NSA Official
Nicholas Kudrow (Alec
Baldwin) deems Simon
expendable to protect the code
developed under his authority.
Kudrow's orders to eliminate Simon fail and FBI Agent
Art Jeffries (Bruce Willis)
plays father to the orphaned
child while running from

Woodland Mall Cinema 5
Starring: Bruce Willis. Miko
Hughes, Alec Baldwin
NOW says: Morally intriguing
story, aptly paced. Not Willis
best film, but not bad either

1 star: |US go to me bar
2 tun: go lo me t* nm
3 etere: iTKMe.. men bv
4 inn movie, men movie ageei
Kudrow's goons and his FBI
superiors who fear he's taken
matters into his own hands.
Director Harold Becker,
who has dabbled into the dangers of power in other films
as "City Hall" and "Taps."
keeps the story moving but
fails to delve into the dark
potential in abuse of authority. His botched attempts to
make the movie hip arc wasted when he should have
•► See RISING, page N-3

Attention to Detail
Complete Automotive cleaning,
Buffing, polishing, interior and
exterior, Engine Cleaning.

10% off with this coupon
^1 ^ ■ •
Advanced
\v
^ Auto Electric
£ \ ■?
354-9560

419 Gould St. #1 Rear

$2.00 OFF WITH THIS AD ON APRIL 22ND

AVOID THE RUSH!!!
GET A GREAT APARTMENT WHILE THEY'RE STILL AVAILABLE!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

'701 3rd: I bdrot-free heat, water, lewer
139 4th: I bdrm-free heat, water, sewer
•710-730 Scott HamiltonI bdrm., patio/balcony

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

free water, sewer
"f50 Scott Hamilton: I bdrm-free water, sewer
136-136 VI Scott Hamilton: I WRM. MUX
SUMMER LEASES AVAILABLE!

Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!

CALL OR STOP BY TODAY!
Mid Am Manor
641 third Apt. 4, BG
352-4380

354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
tOUAl HOll$INC

(across from Taco Bell)
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lost in Space'
doomed on Earth
By TOM DENK
The BG News

The film begins promisingly, with
plenty of high-tech gadgetry and
appealing visual effects. But once
the abysmal script takes over, viewers are dealing with sci-fi jargon and
a computer-animated monkey.
This film's producers foolishly
try to appeal to too many people.
They based it on an old television
show (for adults), with young stars
Malt LcBlanc and Heather Graham
(for adolescents). But then they create an annoyingly pathetic monkey
which plays with "Party of Five"
actress Lacy Chabcrt (for children).
"Lost in Space" gets too caught

1. Matchbox 20 "3:00 a.m."
2. Celine Dion "My Heart Will Go On"

Woodtand Mall Cinema S
Starring: Matt LeBlanc. Heather
Graham. Gary Oldman
NOW says: Tries to please aH,
fails to please anybody

(even worse on principle- the dance mix version)

into hyping its appealing qualities.
and later confuses audiences with an
unnccded time-travel subplot that
dooms the ending. Graham was not
used enough, and surprisingly
LeBlanc was perhaps the most
enjoyable actor. The usually reliable
Gary Oldman was more irritating
than exciting. Thoroughly unsatisfying. "Lost in Space" reminds producers to create a quality first movie
before banking on sequels.

•f Continued from N-2
investigated the delusional
mind set of Agent Jeffries.
One disappointing aspect of
"Mercury Rising" is the competency of Kudrow's assassins. If the story suggests the
government would invest two
billion to develop such a code,
wouldn't that government

The BG News
Classified
Ads

have capable hitmen?
Although not dealt with by
the characters in the film.
"Mercury Rising" reminds us
of the imperfections of
mankind. Meanwhile, the
disabled Simon demonstrates
that even society's outcasts
carry powers vital to the
world.

ATTENTION PRESIDENTS a ADVISORS
Mark your calendars The last Presidents 4
Advisors Reception is to be held on Tuesday,
Apnl Mchai 6:00 pm in the Community Suite m
the Un>on. Shane Cuter will be adressing (ran
sifJoning issues lor your organization. CaU tie
Offica ol Student Lie at 372 2843 to reserve
your spot

372-6977

EUROPE-SUMMER 'M
$209 (each way plus taxes)
Caribbean/Mexico $229 tn
CALL 800 326-2009
httpyA*ww.airhitchorg

TV BG N«w. *»ll no. .nr>wma.k accept •dvertiiemcnu
U%M ilmnmirnwm cKiump diianminMion afiirni m>
individual or group <m the ten of race. •*•. color, t rwd.
rcligm. runorul ongMi. %ttml onenuiion. diubihiy.
tUOn n ■ veteran, or ON the ot*ii of My other legally
protected vulin

"Honorable Mention*
Third Eye Blind "Semi-Charmed Life"
Smashmouth "Walking on the Sun"

CAMPUS EVENTS

Merge right over to
Anderson Arena
from 7- 10pm
tor the biggest party of the year
Beyond BG ■ "One Last Taste of BG"

■«uw» USG-itargCabtrttt apphcauoru
Now aviiiaDuj for
tht HuifMy/ftifWti
PrtMKfen&al Cabin*!
Prckup in 404 Studant Services
ADVERTISING CLUB
Monday. April 13'BA 1010& 8 pm
SpeatuBf-GrapNc dengner
from SMI*/ Graphics.
"OFFICER ELECTIONS FOR NEXT YEAR-

ATTENTION INTERNATIONAL GRADUATE STUDENTS!
Tha GSS international Affaira commina« n
pleased lo offer two monetary award* lor 2
international o/aduate students based upon
academic involvement, scholary merit, and
professional development accomplished
during
the applicant's tenure as a BGSU graduate.
Application packets are available at the GSS
office, 707 Administration Budding.
For further information contact the GSS
office at 372-2426 or Bon ike OdegbamiChair.
International affairs at

ROLLER HOCKEY
Players ol 4 or 5 per team are needed
to compete m games.
Thursday. April 16.1998
5:00 pm to 7:00 pm
Tennis courts out s.de Conkfcn
Frew
THE WINNING TE AM WILL RECEIVE $40
Sign-ups begin April 10th and run through
April 15th at 12:00 pm in Student
Activities 330 in the Unon
Questions? Call 372-7164
Sponsored by UAO.

FOUND: in Nov. 97. Necklace in Psychology
Bldg Call 372 2301 to idontify.

SERVICES OFFERED

FALCON FOOTBALL

SBX-SBX'SBX

stars USG stars
Cabinet ap pi cations
Now available tor
the Hussey/Russell
Presidential Cabinet
Pickup in 404 Student Services.

Personalized
Graduation Announcements
4fl hour service
Mnimum order ol 15
Slop tn and see util
353-7732
SBX-SBX'SBX

Summer storage units available
Close to campus. Call Buckeye Storage

352 1520.

AOII' AOII' AOII' AOII
Congratulations to Molly Bourqum on being
accepted into Order of Omega1
AOII' AOII' AOII' AOII

PERSONALS

FALL 1996 PHACTCUM OPPORTUNITY IN
THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE FOR RECREATION ANO SPORT MANAGEMENT MAJORS.
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN 130 PERRY
FIELD HOUSE AND DUE APRIL 10th INTER
VEWSWR.LBEHELDAPRI 13-14.

'Congratulations'
Stephanie Dee Meinick
on getting hired
and on moving to
BOSTON
We love you.
Heather, Amy. Erin

GET INVOLVED IN INTRAMURALSII APPLICATIONS ARE BE ING ACCE PTED FOR THE
INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD FOR
FALL 1998. PICK UP APPLICATION IN THE
IM OFFICE. 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE. ANO
RETURN BY APRIL 14th INTERVIEWS ARE
LIMfTED. ON A FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE
BASIS.

Fall '98 Housing now
listed on the Web *$T

If you have any questions please contact
Katie Barnett at 2-5594 or gailbaiabgnet bgsu.ed

For:
Ridge Manor Apartments
(519 Ridge Street)
2 Bedroom, Furnished townhouses
Close to campus
Huff Apartments
(1470& 1490 Clough St.)
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath, Furnished. A/C

352-0717
Hours:
Monday • Friday
9a.m. - 5pm.
Saturday
9a.m. • 1p.m.

FALCON FOOTBALL

m
^

* Management Potential
$7. 50 - $11.25 per hour, salary/bonus

EVOLOTTO

Morning and afternoon shifts available. No weekends.
Weekly paychecks.
Call Laura <8> 243-7130 between 9.30 AM-12 PM. or 2-4 PM

Get tickets at the door
Band begins at 10:00

Wyndham Hotel
Toledo

J
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GAMMA PHI BETA ■ GAMMA PHI BETA
Congratulations lo Shawna White and Jen
Sautter lor being accepted into MCCs P.T.
program and to Kafhy Neu for her acceptance
into the nursing program)
GAMMA PHI BETA - GAMMA PHI BETA

Faculty, Staff, and Students
Receive 10% off your total order
when you present your BGSU ID.
GOOD ALL YEAR

&i

DREAMING

ST A«T

FLYING-

BECOME A PILOT
AT BGSU
Through the Aviation Studies Program

Summer classes start May 18
For more information or to sign up call
372-2870
nancyv»bgnet.bgsu.edu

Pi University Dining Services Student Union SSS
jj,£=j
Easter Weekend Operating Hours
fr*\
Friday, April 10,1998
Falcon's Nest.
Pizza Outlet
Bowl-n-Greenery
Pheasant Room
ProuL

7am - 6pm
1 lam- 6pm
11:30am- 130pm
11:30am- 1:30pm
10:30am - 2:00pm

CLOSED
CLOSED
CLOSED
CLOSED
CLOSED

Sunday, April 12,1998
Easter Brunch (UaaanOnadB^inooi)
Pizza Outlet

11:00am -2:00pm
4:00pm - 3:00am

Regular Hours resume on Monday, April 13,1998

*-jr

Toledo. Ohio 43604

800 S. Main St. Downtown
B.G. Phone 858 - 81M
Nest to Mtd - Am Dank

Falcon's Nest
Pizza Outlet.
Bowl-n-Greenery
Pheasant Room
Prout

TONIGHT:

* Administration Assistant (Computer 50+ wpm)

n

GAMMA PHI BETA ' GAMMA PHI BETA
The women ol Gamma Phi Beta would like to
thank tie broilers of Sigma Phi Epsilon for tte
great kissing carnations i
GAMMA PHI BETA ■ GAMMA PHI BETA

Saturday, April 11. 1998

FT & PT POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
* Sales-hotel promotions

Seagate/Summit Slreel

(Hire IFrencliI
Knot

GailNSIlAJt. IMC

A flexible, fun job...for people with good communication skills,
high energy self starters, experience will give you an edge!!!

TWO

DZDZDZDZ0Z
Congratulations to Jenn Masellion on being selected the 1998 muddy the mud hen!
DZ0ZDZDZDZ

STOP

,.'■.

2 Person Rate Available
$550/month Limited time only

Applications are available in the Basketball Office in I
Anderson Arena or at the east side of Perry Stadium in |
the Athletic Department.

IJT^

Save!
Save!

Great Food 4 tee Cream

FALL 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE

Students needed to lead tours of the campus and assist
visiting families to aid the BGSU Football Recruiting
efforts!

|K

IPaddle Parties
on request!

UISIT

,

Student
Recruiters
Needed

SALES-HOTEL PROMOTIONS
"Signature Club"
Hiring now!

paddles
and
wood
Gifts

1027 N. Main 352-4178

FALCON FOOTBALL

FALCON FOOTBALL

Off aH

DZ DZ DZ DZ OZ
Congratulations to our new initiates: JENNIFER MASELLI and DIANA GIFFORDl
0Z0ZDZ0ZDZ

ADOPTIONLOVING. COLLEGE EDUCATED
COUPLE wishes to adopt We can provide a
child with fine education a a beauotul home
filled with much love a laughter. Please can
Cindy a Don 800 333 2116

Newlove Realty Rentals
328 S. Main
(our only office)
352-5620

Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy Tests.
Confidential and Caring
354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center

Deadline lot application:
April 20. 1996 at 3.00 pm

crap at the time, are very popular now.
One good thing about being
at rock bottom is that we have
got to go up from here. Every
waste of an era eventually
comes to an end. U2 struck a
blow to the blue collar rock of
the Journey era. Nirvana

blasted through the hair
spray rock of Guns N' Roses
and Poison. Somebody will
come around and tell
Matchbox 20 what time It is
or Third Eye Blind how it's
going to be. Four years ago
things were so different.
Music seemed fresh and was
a unifying factor for youth.
Avoid the radio at all costs.

30%

www.newloverealty.com

LOST & FOUND

omobonn^bqnet bQsu.edu

>>• Continued from N-1

SKYDIVE at SKYDIVE BG in Bowling Green.
OH., just 10 mm. southwest ol BGSU campus
Season opening special, through end of April,
just $100 per person. Don't miss this opportumty' Call 352 5?00 lor reservations.

JEWELRY SALE
TrmGoyt
Tuesday. Apnl 7-Friday. Apnl 10 1998
I0am-4pm
Union Oval
Jewelry Sale allow prices all can afford.
Questions? Call 372-7164
Sponsored by UAO

The BG Newt mcrvet the right to decline. ducoMiaue
or roriK My advertiKment HKR M ihotc found in be
drfanutor,. Lacing m factual bttii. met leading or fane
m nature. All advennemenu are wbject u> editing and
approval.
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3. Third Eye Blind "How's It Going to Be"
4. The Verve "Bittersweet Symphony"
5. Savage Garden "Truly Madly Deeply"
6. Green Day "Time of Your Life"
7. Jimmy Ray "Are You Jimmy Ray?"
8. Ben Folds Five "Brick"
9. Marcy Playground "Sex and Candy"
10. Billy Michael "Kiss the Rain"

MUSIC

RISING

FALCON FOOTBALL

raise the bar."
Certainly one of the more compelling arguments for the study of
mass-mediated culture Is that It
will lead to an understanding of
the Impact that popular forms
have on society.
Why would government agencies worry over the effect of
obscene rock lyrics or music
videos If they were trivial and
transient? Students often comment they are drawn to the program because It will help them
answer questions like these.
Gelst. who works with popular
culture students on a one-on-one
basis as an undergraduate adviser, said that by analyzing an
Interdisciplinary field like popular
culture, you have an easier time
getting along In related courses.
"We're constantly told by people In other departments that they
enjoy having our students In their
classes." he said. "Despite the fact
that older colleagues were skeptical when the place was started."
Zlsch recalls an example when
she proposed a study of stage
musicals and their film adaptaUons to Nachbar. He was receptive and encouraging to the Idea,
which surprised Zlsch a little bit.
"From talking to ACS
(American Culture Studies) people. I think If I would have presented an Idea like that In another program. I would have been
strictly accused of fandom." she
said.
At Bowling Green's popular
culture department, nothing Is
unworthy of study.

Lost in Space

"I .us! in Space" is the latest
Hollywood attempt to exploit
America's attraction to past entertainment.

FALCON FOOTBALL
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The BG News

Kappa Delta' Ptii Beta Kappa
Tha Kuan of Kappa Oalia want » conoratu
KKaty Creecy on bang chosen lor Phi Beta
>a. Usera) ana honorary You're doing
ormkeepitupl
Kappa Oaru' Phi Beta Kappa

Phi Mu * Phi Mu ' Phi Mu
Ph. Mu is Looking tor a housaboy (or tha 06-00
school yaar. It iniarastad plaasa call Mndy ai
372-3000 or 372-2750 to schedule an interview.
Phi Mu • Phi Mu • Ph. Mu

KD GAMMA SIGMA ALPHA KD
Tha sister* ol Kappa Delta would like to congratulate tha tallowing sisters on being chosen
lor the Greek honorary. GAMMA SIGMA At
PHA Lauren Flak. Amanda Erchanbrecher
Way to strive kx excetenoal
KDQAMMA SIGMA ALPHA KD

Student; needed tor spring clean up of yard A
shrubbery Cal 666-4527.

Merge right over to
Anderson Arena
Irom 7-10pm
lor the biggest party ol the year
Beyond BG"One last taste ol BG''
National Residence Hall Honorary
Applications available
in 440 Student Services
DuebyApnli3th
at 4 pm m 440 Sudani Services
Question a-rneganjm&bgnet

Need Money? sSOO Reward lor
into, leading to the arrest of tha
person(s) who destroyed a tree last
weekend 4? Community ol Christ
Lutheran Church 1124 E Wcoslei
Call 352-5101
Phi Mu • Phi Mu ' Phi Mu
Congratulations to Lisa FranQ on being cabinet member of the weekl Thanks tor all your
hard work I
Phi Mu • Phi Mu • Phi Mu
PI PHI • PI PHI • PI PHI
Congratulatons to sister of the week. Kim Parr.
Great |O0 on Mom's weekend!
PI PHI" PI PHC PI PHI
Renew■ to
ti Thousand; CANT WAIT TILL FALL;
want to learn more about U m 6 wonderful ses-

Slgma Kappa ' Sigma Kappa
Congralulabons to Julls nne Patteraon
for being selected as a Chapter
ConsuttantI Bast wishes!
Sigma Kappa ' Sigma Kappa
SPECIAL APPEARANCES Jesus Christ is I
Renew Group near you this fall'

Sublease's needed tor summer tor a 3 bdrm
house Call3520636
Summer subtoaaer needed 5/1-7/31. Own
room, cable tl60/rno Greg 353-n 30 after
7:30 pm.
Summer aubtoasan. needed
We live m an awesome house on 311 N. Prospea There a/a 4-5 bedrooms, 2 porches, and
il is extremely close to tha bars. Youll love It,
we do. Its not that expensive. CALL US AT
354-67341
Wi.1 Pay Cash tor Extra Graduation Tickets.
Very Negotiable CaK 354-4303.

HELP WANTED
$1500 weakly potential mailing our circulars
Fi^aintormabon. Call 410-347-1475.
• IS YOUR RESUME LACKING?
Find out why PAG. IBM. Xerox. A hundreds ol
other top companies want students who have
been through our summer training program.
Over 00% of the students using our placement
office tound career jobs last year. Average
monthly income $2174 All majors apply. Call
1 •600-307-6630.
' Part-Time Help Needed *
After graduation, cleaning A misc. work for
summer. Call 353-0325.
37S COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
needed! Coed summer campe In Pocono
Mountain.., PA Lohlkan, 1-600-466-4321,

www.lohlkan.com.
BG business seeks customer services person{s) to work m fast-paced copy, printing, and
graphic arts environment. Desire person «bto
to work 20-30 hours per week, including possible evening and weekend hours Send totter of
application and resume to Fast Company, 525
R-dge St, Bowling Green No phone cads or
walk in». please
Bowling Green Super Wash is accepting applications to attend their local facility. Hours are
variable. Team attitude. Honesty, and Pleasing
personality are important Great summer job
Apply in person at 1003 Nonh Prospect St 65

<**•

WANTED
1 tomato ■ub.—w May l5ttvAug. $.72/mo.
Q*nroom.3S4-23to
1 F«mal« Subt*MM« N»*<tod For Summ#r
$650 ooo tot •nor* summar. own room, atoc
ento.CaW 3S& 5307
1 mato or famato tubtoatar tor amr. Ooaa 10
campus, houaa tinglaAir own badroom kJtchan
lb—l. E. Court St. Call Andy C.4» 372-1256
1 mato aubtoaaar tor 06-90 school yaar.
$235/mo &OM to campus. Own badroom.
CaH 372-3136 or 372-1537
Graduation Tickats Dasparaialy
Naadadi Plaasa call Haathar ai
3520041. Laawj a maasaoa.

COCA-COLA
SeaaonalHelp
Tha Coca-Cola Bottling Company of
Oho/Kentuoky currently has the following
seasonal positions open ri our Toledo Sales
Canter:
Seasonal Merchandiser: Candidates must
possess a valid drivers license and haw* a
good driving record. Schedule wil include
weekend work and night hours. Responsibilities include stocking shelves, budding displays,
and product rotation.
Seasonal Warehouse Loader: Responsibilities include preparing toads. Loading route
trucks, end rotating stock in tha warehouse
Abii.ty lo operate a tow motor a plus Good
math and reading skills required.
Qualified candidates send resume with cover
letter slating "Seasonal Help," the position you
are applying tor, and salary requirement»:
The Coca-Cola Bottling Company
of Ohio-Kentucky
3070 Cattawba
Toledo, OH 43612
Aim: Human Resource Admlnletrator-SH
No Phone CaltoPleaae!
Equal Opportunity Employer
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FRESH SEAFOOD
if

Alternative Clothing • Spring Weai
• Beoded/Hemo Jewelry • imported
Cigars • Clove Cigarettes • incense •
Unique Candles • Tapestries • Suckers
• Posters • 200* Tees • Patchwork
Pants • Hair Gutter (gold A saver) &
others • Body Purifiers (100%
guarantee) • Ho* Coloring
\MI

l-to North Main

Bowling Green

M NT VIDEOS • Lorgest Cotectlon o(
Spanish videos • Hundreds of
Children's Videos • Comedy

445 E. Woottor
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat: 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

Newlave Reality Rentals

Management Inc.
130 Foarla St. I bdna
(Wiao. Hoaxl Close to Campui Slsni
H 140/moMkc /|l> Call 1S.IMM.

* 709 5lh: 2 txlrm/2 balh
* 501-603 5lh: 2 bdrm
•309 High: 2 bdrm free heal.
wafer, sewer
* 702 4th: 2 bdrm

Management Inc.

upscale w/2 car
garage

215 E. Per Rd. Larfe-I Bdrm (Evtrgnmi ApU.)
lesartry on Site Siarw at t40/mo*elec
Call JSJ-MOO.

* 507 E. Merry: 2 bdrm

CA
Management Inc.
■ * 2 Mrwi-IMJ FiinM A>c. IHIIUdak Apu.1
Unique floor deuins. carport*, w/d honk-up* in 2
-hrJrrm Rein uani at .150/mo • mill Call 35J-5M0.

CA
Management Inc.
Studio • 213 E. Poc Rd. <E<rrgrt<rn Apis)
Ijundry on Sire Utilities included in rrni
Starts M 2W/roo Call J5J-5BW

across from Campus
*524 6th: 2 bdrm. free heat,
wafer, sewer
* 5436 th: 2bdrm/2balh
VISITOUROfFICEFORA
COrtPLETE LISTING FOR
UNDERGRADUATE. GRADUATE
ING! OR VISIT OUR NEW
l\npyAvww.newlov*rco%com

NEW NEW NEW NEW
710 N. Eiwcrprtot (Hitoa ■*■) I * 2 BdmM.
Oote 10 Campui Washrr/Dryer in 2 hdrm units
Rent stwti * .17 Vino - mils Oil J51-SS»S

Management Inc.
For complete list stop by our
office at 1045 N. Main or
Call 353-5600

DONT READ THIS il you like working tor nun(mum wage, slaying home in Ohio. & seek secure, non-rewarding work. HOWEVER if you
want to earn uu is landing money (S6300) travel
across tha country. & enjoy challenging yourseH to somelhing completely worthwhile call
1-800-307-»838.
Earn up to STOOD working at Put-in-Bay
Insurance requires you to be at least 25 yrs.
old. Cal Tuei.-Fn alter too pm (418)
285-3030.
Earn whla you learn
Find out how you can make extra money while
in school Work at your leisure any time you
want. Even when watching TV. Call
1 S88-6S2-172« to and out how.
Hera we go again A new season is begginmg
ai SKYDIVE BG and we need a law dependable parachute packers lor spring, summer, and
tall employment. Full training provided. Must
have own transportation An exciting place to
work. Call 3S2-S200 lor more information'!
Home City Ice Company is now hiring tor these
positions: Route Drivers. Production Stackers.
Truck Loaders. Competitive wages/nenble
schedules. Locations throughout all ol Ohio
and Southeast Michigan Call for details at
l-gOO-a9o-»070.
Lawn maintenance pt. & full time. Hiring tor
sprtng A summer at Knickerbocker Lawns a
Landscaping Call 3S2-S335
MONTESSORI EXTENDED CARE WORKER
toworkM-F. 7:30-8 30am and/or 3:1 S-5:30pm
tor 1998-99 academic year August 25-June 4
S8.7S/hr. Exp. w/chadren necessary/Ed.
ma)or preferred MONTESSORI SCHOOL.
LUNCH/NAP Assistant needed. M-F.
ti.00-1 30pm tor 1998-99 academic year August 25-June 4. SS.7Smr. Exp w/chtldren
"PCfSsary
Send resume and 3 ret. letters to Montesson
School of BG. 830 S Maple Si. Bowling
Green. OH 43402 by April 22,1998. EOE
Myrtle Beach SC and Orlando Fl
Spend your summer running the fun al exciting
resort locations! Recreation assistants, chsdren counselors and front desk positions available Futy furnished housing. S300 monthly
stipend. Cal 888-899-1042.
Of See cleaning evenings
t0-1Shra. per week.
Own transp requited. Call 352 5822.
Pre school Teachers Needed Immediately
Full or Part-time Positions Available
Call 353-1098 tor more into.

PUT-IN-BAY JOBS
Island Blka Rental now hiring tor 98
Summer Mason, earn money while having
lun in the tunl Call (419) 285-2016
SAVE THE EARTH (GET PAIO FOR IT)
Hiring aiart tor grassroots campaign to protect
environmental laws, lower electnc rates, and
fight corporate greed Enact social change in
our casual environment Summer positions
and intemsh-ps available. *32S/wk to start,
work 1 30pm to 10pm. Mon Fn Call 866-4463
to schedule interview.
Seasonal positions now available: lifeguard.
snack bar, beverage cart, course maintenance,
golf shop attendants, cart/bag attendants and
general tabor. Apply in person al Brandywine
Country Club. 6904 Salisbury Rd , Maumee.
OH (419) 865-2393
Start your own business
Earn extra income in your spare lime with the
youngest company ever admitted to the
NY/SE. To hear a brief recorded mtro caH
1 -600-327 3918. Leave a message
Summer jobs available. The West Bsy Inn.
Kelly's island. OH. On site housing provided. Call 354-7180. Ask for Pam.
THE FIRST YEAR EXPERIENCE PROGRAM(FYEP) <t now accepting applications
from rising juniors and seniors who would like
to serve as a resource persons (mentors) to
new freshman students in one-to-one relaBonships next year. The FYEP matchea Ural
year students with upper-class students to help
them make smooth transitions to BG. Time
commitment is minimal FYEP seeks upperclass students who care about first-years and
who can make referrals to appropriate campus
resources when needed. Interested persons
should e-mailieffphH^bgnel bgsu eduor call
Jeff Philpott, FYEP at 2-9558.
United Parcel Service
Interviewing trus Thursday April 9th
at Career Services from 10-2
Please make an appointment today!
$8 50/hour & great benefits
Or for more into
Call UPS ©419 891-68?0
United Parcel Service

FOR SALE
1994 Honda Del Sol 89K mites AM FM
stereo with CD. 5 spd $730000 OBO
832 4307.
Beanies-Maple. Garcia, 6 more. If you are innxested. pWase call Samantha at 352-1538,
CARS FOR $100
Seized & sold locally this month
Trucks. 4 14s. etc.
1 800 522-2730exl 4558
Dorm-size Fridge $40.372 Si 24
For Sale
85 Cutlass Ciera
Many new ft valuable parts

325 South Main Street
(our only office)
_

352-5620

NEWI9VE
Rentals

TraK Oka M700 60 gal. fisn tank 3S4-82S9.
Mr. Burton.

456 S Mam Si 3 bdrm full basement. Irg tenced lot. $765/mo • unl 3 or 12 mo lease Can
353 2901

FOR RENT

704 Fifth ' 2 BR fum ■ AC
$600 for aummar * 1 apt avail.
For9orl2mo lease • 352-3445
Also. 710 Seventh a 601 Third.

(2) 1 badroom units S2S4 a 1368 4 utl . raspactjvaly 2 blocks Irom campus. Avail May
15 287 4159 avanmps 2B7-4926 days
"Apia, a Houses 08-99 sett yr."
3tt 316 E Many 112 bdrm apts.
as low as S41 Srmonth.
*450/mo-12mo laasa, »S00/mo-scN yr lum.
32!-BE.Marry.6bdrms.
321 A b Many LARGE HOUSE
309 1/2 E. Marry, rms. 4 more
All Vary Clou to Campus
Starting In May or Aug '353 0325
1 bdrm. apt Closa to campus. Avail, summar
and/or 1998/09 school yaar (419) 697 9030
I aummar aublrs. naadad i75/mo.. t bk*.
away from campus Call 353-73St.
1-2br/fixn./untum.S4l0to$520
Call 3546038
12 month laasaa starting May 16.1096:
424 1/2 S SummH-afticiancy-$225 • alac
453 S. Prospscl-smal! 1 Br.-S290 • gas/akK
605 Filth St. fC .small 2 Br $360 • util
230N Emarpnsa-1 Br -$360.util
Slav* Smith 352-8017 or 367-8666
2 bdrm. 834 Scon Hamilton. A/C Avail May a
Aug. $420 plus UOI. Other locations avail. Aug.
Eft * 1 « 2 bdrm. NO PETS. 153-8206

2 bdrm. turn, or unturn. apts.
724 6th St « 705 7lh St
12 unit apartment buildings
98-99 school yaar ktase
$500 per month
FREE heal, water, sewer
gasandHBOHl

354-0914
2 brm. 1 bath furnished $222/mo. per parson
Avail. May. Call 354-7076 ask lor Daniel.

Potential Without
knocking on doors!!
We provide: Qualified
leads, Paid vacations,
training and sales kits at
no cost to you, weekly
pay plus monthly bonuses and benefits. If you
have reliable transportation and a burning desire
to succeed:
Call (419) 382-7840 or
1-800-382-7844 ask for
our Sales Manager.

Last chance before spring break to get great
twin lab products al or near wholesale, athletes, bodybuilders, runners, etc Ripped tuet.
ryeanne, ammo acids, VMS .etc Call 353 2362
Super Single Waterbed
Complete Set w/6 drawers
$100. Call 3725228

HfGHL\ND

MANAGEMENT

facilities in building. A/C. Quiet1

3-5 summer subleasers needed lor large 5
bdrm. house right on campus. 3 bath, low rant,
2 kitch , perfect locasonl Call 372-1548

Mark your calendars
The last Presidents &
Advisors Reception
is to be held on
Tuesday, April 14th at
6:00 in the Community
Suite in the Union. Shane
Cutler will be addressing
issues for organizations.
Call SOLD at 372-0244
for more details.

WESTERN
ALUMNI

FALL 1998 LISTS
NOW All AMBLE!

3 Person Rate
Available
Now!
(Limited number available)

HIGHLAND
MANAGEMENT

PURE
AND
SIMPLE
PREMIUM
BOTTLED WATER

• Frazee Ave. Apts.
• East Merry Ave.
• Field Manor Apts.

Wr

GREENBMAk, INC.
Hours:
Monday - Friday
9a.m. - 5p.m.
Saturday
9a.m. • 1p.m.

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224 E Woosier
Bowling Green. OH 45402

Houses tor rent: The following houses are for
rant for 98-00 school year All 12 mo. leases,
tenants pay all util., sec dep , parental guarantee raq., no pots.
1.730 Elm-2 BR avail. 5/15/98. Rani
$5i0/mo. collected quarterly. Phone
354-6595 ask tenants lo view
2.217 S. College 3 BR house avail 8/23/96
Rani $575/mo. collected Quarterly Phone
354-3271 ask tenants to view.
3.316 Ridge-Large 2 BR house avail
5/20/98 Rent $600/mo collected Quarterly
Phone 353-5032 ask tenants lo view
For more Information or to sign a lease,
contact Arbor Enterprlaaa at 354-2854.
Locally owned snd managed

HOUSES FOR RENT

710 EIGHTH - 2 BR plus garage.
2 people. Siove/refng. turn.
$375 00/monlh. Avail May 1st
Call
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
354 2260. Office-3t9E.Woo.lar

LOW SUMMER RATES
on 2 bedrooms
Call 352 9378
ONE BDRM APTS FOR GRAD STUDENTS.
12 MTH. LEASE. FURN . AVAILABLE AUG.
601 3RD ST 352 3445

Have you ever been
on the book field,
or know some who
has? Ask for Mike:
(419) 332-7840 or
1-800-382-7844

Help Wanted
V* SmKHOUSI
SALLOON"

Additional Sites to Choose Irom:
LIBERTY STREET &
SUMMIT HILL.
We'll lake care ol you. Best
price, well maintained, privacy
and deadbolt security, large
apartments. 24-hr Maintenance.

House for rent for summer a next year. $150
per month for summer. $220 per month for fall.
Call 353-7042.

Houses. 1 4 2 bdrm. fum. apts. for 9899
school year Call 352-7454.

354-6036
Jay-Mar Apts. Quiet housing.
Spacious, laundry facilities in
building, A/C, Gas heat, Start at
$5l0'mo. 12-mo lease.
Call 354-6036 for a showing.

Georgetown Manor. 800 3rd St. under new
management. AC, laundry rm, 1 bedrm. lum.
$380 a alec. 2 bedrm. lum. $4801 alec also
summer rales. 354-9740 or 352-2214.

140 1/2 MANVIUE - above garage. 2 BR
2 people Slove/refng. turn.
$515 00/monlh Aval. May 17th

From $410/mo. For more into, call

ATTENTION

Check out the best kepi housing secret in BG.
2 bdrm fully fum., kg. rms., tons of ctoeei
space, dishwasher, balcony, & we pay all utf
encept ektc a phone. May to May leases avail
Call 352-9909.

2-BORM.Apl 722 4th St.
Avail, immed . 12 mo. lease.
$425/mo.. w/d hook-up.
353 7547 days

419 354-6036
Tha Highlands - Gradual*

Avail, s/t/98 - 2 Bedrm Townhouse at 134
University Lane. $650 00 . gas $ electnc. 1
Bedrm Apt al 128 University Lane. $425 00
indudes all util: Efficiency Apt al 1 1/2 University Lane, $295.00 * electric 2 Bedrm
House at 829 Fifth St, $650 00 • util One
year leases only. Call 352-9371 for more mfor
malon
^^^

422 CLOUGH - above garage 2 BR
2 people. Stove/relng. fum.
$415/month. Avail May 17th

130 L Washington Street. Bowling Ctscn. Ohio

housing. One bedroom . Laundry

Apt for summer lease. Across from campus 2
bdrm.. furnished, A/C. plus cable, and free
gas, Cal 354-6117.

2 subktaaera needed May-Aug. Free A/C.
gas.water, and sewage In house laundry facility. Fum $257/mo Own room. Dishwasher.
Call 353-0379

$500 OBO
Call 352-9768

Call:

111-7117
or apply in parson at:
5630
Airport Highway
Toledo

Quiet 1 bdrm apt. 12 miles soutnof BG. leave
message ©257-3100

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
BG'S BEST APARTMENTS!!
Units available for
summer at the following
locations:
•836 Scott Hamilton
2 bdrm. duplex
1800 for ENTIRE
summer lease
•850 Scott Hamilton
2 bdrm. apartment
$800 for ENTIRE
summer lease
Units for fall available at
the following locations:
•710-730 Scott Hamilton
2 bdrm. units, patios,
central air. roomy. Free
water & sewer.
•850 Scoti Hamilton
2 bdrm. units, very
spacious, new carpet,
paint, linoleum. Free
water& sewer.
•836-836 1/2 Scott
Hamilton: 2 bedroom
duplex. $50D/mo. plus
utilities.
Call Matt at: 352-4380
for more information.

Branch Management Trainee
American General Finance, a leader in the financial services
industry, with approximately $9 billion in assets and over
1,300 branches nationwide, has an immediate need for a
Branch Management Trainee in our Findlay office.
Individuals will participate in an intensive on-the-job training
program designed to prepare you for branch manager
responsibilities. The 18 month modular training program
instructs you in all aspects of managing credit extension,
account adjustment, business development and personnel
staffing.

AND PROFESSIONAL HOUSWEBSITE:

Management Inc.

CRUISE SHIP a LAND-TOUR JOBSExceJIenl benefits World Travel. Ask us howi
St 7-324-3090 ail. C5S444

Thursday, April 9, 1998

' tedium Fro* • Chaanlcal FrM
• Natural Hydratlon
• Sarvlcad and Sanrtliad Dally
• MAMA Aawreved
• Opan 24 Houra

Applicants for this entry level opportunity should have four
years post high school education, training or work experience (sales experience preferred); strong written and verbal
communication skills; and a valid driver's license. Must be
open to relocation and have the desire to assume managerial responsibility.

• stall story* S.Y.o.B.
• Over 300 Lacallona

Wdlermili
Fxprrss
Look lor tha IMS WaUrmJIa al over town.

American General Finance offers a competitive benefit
package, including medical, dental and a company-matched
savings plan. For immediate consideration, please apply in
person or send your resume to: American General Finance,
1777 Tiffin Ave., Findlay, OH 45840. Equal Opportunity
Employer.

'
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